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This	 thesis	 focuses	 on	 design	 principles	 in	 crystal	 engineering,	 from	 the	
development	 of	 our	 knowledge	 of	 understudied	 functional	 groups,	 to	 the	
synthesis	of	cocrystals.			
Chapter	one	is	a	brief	introduction	to	the	concepts	and	development	of	the	field	





from	 a	 solid	 state	 chemistry	 perspective.	 	 Their	 solid-state	 properties	 are	
examined,	with	focus	on	the	robust	supramolecular	synthons	that	they	exhibit.		
Finally,	 this	 chapter	 describes	 their	 hydrolysis,	 examining	 the	 relationship	
between	their	hydrolytic	sensitivity	and	solid	state	structure.	
Chapter	 three	 outlines	 the	 preparation	 of	 novel	 solid	 forms	 of	 the	 active	
pharmaceutical	 material	 Salsalate.	 	 These	 include	 the	 newly	 observed	
phenomenon	of	reactive	cocrystallization.	
Chapter	 four	 outlines	 the	 development	 of	 an	 experimental	 data	 matrix	 and	
machine	 learning	 algorithm	 for	 the	 computational	 prediction	 of	 cocrystal	
formation,	 and	 the	 use	 of	 this	 software	 to	 rank	 and	 compare	 the	 probable	
cocrystals	from	an	external	test	set.		This	work	was	conducted	in	collaboration	
with	Prof.	Richard	Cooper	and	 Jerome	Wicker	of	 the	University	of	Oxford,	UK.		
The	 solid-state	 properties	 of	 many	 of	 the	 novel	 cocrystals	 identified	 in	 the	
development	of	 the	experimental	data	matrix	are	described,	with	focus	on	the	
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30,000	 times	 across	 425	 publications	 on	 the	 subject	 of	 crystal	
engineering/crystallography;	he	is	referred	to	as	‘one	of	the	founders	of	organic	
crystal	 engineering’.3	 	 In	 1989,	 Desiraju	 provided	 his	 definition	 of	 crystal	
engineering	as	‘the	understanding	of	intermolecular	interactions	in	the	context	
of	 crystal	 packing	 and	 the	 utilisation	 of	 such	 understanding	 in	 design	 of	 new	
solids	 with	 desired	 physical	 and	 chemical	 properties’.7	 	 This	 definition	 has	
received	no	modification	to	date,	and	continues	to	be	the	chosen	definition	used	
by	chemists	and	crystallographers	alike.	
















as	 the	 Suzuki	 and	 Wittig	 reaction	 to	 make	 new	 bonds.	 The	 field	 of	 crystal	
engineering	has	not	yet	progressed	to	providing	the	same	level	of	control	over	
the	supramolecular	state.12	
The	 traditional	 organic	 chemistry	 approach	 is	 to	 first	 successfully	 develop	 an	
effective	 synthetic	 route	 to	 a	 target	molecule,	 after	which	 attention	 then	goes	
toward	the	physical	behavior	of	the	synthesised	material,	particularly	in	the	field	
of	 pharmaceutical	materials.	 	 This	 has	 inherent	 issues,	 particularly	 for	 active	














The	 ideal	 scenario	 would	 be	 that,	 given	 a	 molecular	 structure,	 the	 crystal	
structure	 and	 properties	 of	 a	 material	 would	 be	 correctly	 predicted.16	 	 John	
Maddox	 presented	 the	 challenge	 in	 1988,	 when	 he	 described	 our	 inability	 to	
‘predict	 the	 structure	 of	 even	 the	 simplest	 crystalline	 solids’	 as	 a	 ‘continuing	
scandal	in	the	physical	sciences’.17		In	1994,	Gavezzotti	posed	the	question	‘are	
crystal	structures	predictable?’,	answering	with	a	general	answer	of	‘no’,	but	the	
qualified	allowance	 for	 ‘maybe’.18	 	Crystal	structure	prediction	has	progressed	
hugely	in	recent	times,	with	many	different	methodologies	available	for	use,19	for	
example,	 simulated	 annealing,20	ab	 initio	methods,21	 genetic	 algorithms,22	 and	









































to	 the	 determined	 crystal	 structures	 for	 accuracy.	 	 The	 sixth	 blind	 test	 was	
completed	 in	 2016,	 and	 highlighted	 particular	 success	 in	 structure	 prediction	
using	 Monte	 Carlo	 parallel	 tempering	 for	 structure	 generation	 and	 density	





the	 initial	 model	 crystal	 structure,	 stating	 that	 there	 are	 still	 ‘significant	
challenges’	 remaining	 for	 ‘routine	 and	 reliable’	 crystal	 structure	 prediction	









There	are	several	 intermolecular	 interactions	of	 interest	 in	 the	 field	of	crystal	
engineering,	 including	 (but	not	 limited	 to)	van	der	Waals	 forces,	p-p	 stacking,	





being	 the	 interaction	 most	 commonly	 targeted	 for	 organic	 supramolecular	
assembly.	 	 The	 hydrogen	 bond	 has	 been	 described	 as	 the	 ‘master	 key’	 to	
molecular	 recognition	 and	 ‘the	 most	 important	 interaction	 type	 in	 crystal	
engineering’.32,33	
The	 traditional	 understanding	 of	 a	 hydrogen	 bond	 is	 an	 electrostatic	 polar	








molecule,	 in	 which	 there	 is	 evidence	 of	 bond	 formation’.34	 	 This	 publication	
outlines	six	criteria	for	the	formation	of	a	hydrogen	bond:		



























molecule,	 in	 which	 there	 is	 evidence	 of	 bond	 formation’.32	 	 This	 publication	









van	 der	 Waals	 cut-off	 as	 inappropriate	 for	 determination	 of	 appropriate	
hydrogen	 bond	 length,	 stating	 that	 bonds	 up	 to	 3.2	 Å	 should	 be	 included	 for	
consideration	as	potential	hydrogen	bonding.		This	sentiment	has	been	echoed	in	
the	IUPAC	definition,32	and	in	further	publications	more	recently.35	










Bond	Length	[Å]	H···A	 1.2	–	1.5	 1.5	–	2.2	 >	2.2	
Lengthening	of	X-H	[Å]	 0.08	–	0.25	 0.02	–	0.08	 <	0.02	
X···A	[Å]	 2.2	–	2.5	 2.5	–	3.2	 >	3.2	
Directionality	 Strong	 Moderate	 Weak	






van	 der	 Waals	 cut-off	 as	 inappropriate	 for	 determination	 of	 appropriate	
hydrogen	 bond	 length,	 stating	 that	 bonds	 up	 to	 3.2	 Å	 should	 be	 included	 for	
consideration	as	potential	hydrogen	bonding.		This	sentiment	has	been	echoed	in	
the	IUPAC	definition,34	and	in	further	publications	more	recently.37	










Bond	Length	[Å]	H···A	 1.2	–	1.5	 1.5	–	2.2	 >	2.2	
Lengthening	of	X-H	[Å]	 0.08	–	0.25	 0.02	–	0.08	 <	0.02	
X···A	[Å]	 2.2	–	2.5	 2.5	–	3.2	 >	3.2	
Directionality	 Strong	 Moderate	 Weak	
Bond	Angles	[°]	 170	-	180	 >	130	 >	90	
Bond	Energy	[Kcal	mol-1]	 15	-	40	 4	-	15	 <	4	
Relative	IR	Shift	[cm-1]	 25	%	 10	–	25	%	 <	10	%	
1H	Downfield	Shift	[ppm]	 14	-	22	 <	14	 -	
An	interesting	statistical	study	was	performed	by	Wood	et	al.	in	2009,38	where	
they	analysed	 several	 factors	 relating	 to	hydrogen	bonds	 among	 the	available	





















and	 the	 hydroxyl-ether	 (O-H···O-C)	 as	 model	 for	 a	 ‘weaker’	 interaction,	 and	
compared	the	bond	lengths	observed	for	all	three.		The	majority	of	interactions	
were	 identified	 in	the	1.7	–	2.0	Å	distance	range,	which	would	be	classified	as	
moderate	 under	 Jeffrey’s	 criteria,	 although	 the	hydroxyl-pyridyl	 interaction	 is	
referred	to	as	‘strong’.		None	of	the	interaction	distances	observed	in	this	study	
would	 be	 classified	 as	 strong	 interactions	 according	 to	 Jeffrey’s	 criteria,	
suggesting	that	the	1.5	Å	tolerance	is	restrictive	in	its	classification.	





that	 a	 cut-off	 of	 135-140°	 may	 be	 more	 appropriate	 for	 intermolecular	
interactions.	 	A	third	interesting	finding	of	this	study	was	the	observation	that	
interactions	 with	 bond	 angles	 of	 120-140°	 have	 a	 substantially	 reduced	
stabilisation	energy.	
Despite	the	debate	surrounding	the	definition(s)	and	cut-off	points	for	hydrogen	
bonding,	 they	 are	 none	 the	 less	 the	 most	 commonly	 used	 supramolecular	
interaction.	 	Around	 the	 time	 that	Gautam	Desiraju	proposed	his	definition	of	



































A	significant	piece	of	 literature	to	add	to	 the	crystal	engineering	 ‘toolbox’	was	
Hunter’s	 publication	 of	 quantified	 intermolecular	 interactions	 in	 2004.51		
Hunter’s	work	published	a	numerical	evaluation	of	the	hydrogen	bond	donor	and	
acceptor	abilities	of	different	functional	groups	based	upon	both	hydrogen	bond	
donor/acceptor	 constants	 and	 molecular	 electrostatic	 potential	 calculations,	
herein	referred	to	as	‘Hunter’s	table’.		Hydrogen	bond	acceptor	constants	were	
based	upon	literature	values,	as	derived	from	the	work	of	Abraham	and	Platts,52	
providing	 an	 expression	 of	 the	 energy	 of	 a	 hydrogen	 bond	 interaction	 as	 the	


























Aryl	Bromide	 1.3b	 Aryl	Bromide	 2.2a	
Aryl	Chloride	 1.3b	 Aryl	Chloride	 2.2a	
Aryl	Fluoride	 1.4b	 Aryl	Fluoride	 1.6a	
Pyridine	 1.4b	 Thiol	 2.7a	
Amine	 1.5b	 Phenol	 2.7a	
Thiol	 1.7b	 Disulfide	 3.7a	
Alcohol	 2.7b	 Nitrile	 4.7a	
Amide	 2.9a	 Carboxylic	Acid	 5.3a	
Urea	 3.0a	 Ester	 5.3a	
Sulfinamide	 3.2b	 Sulfonamide	 5.8a	
Sulfonamide	 2.8b	 Sulfone	 6.3a	
Thioamide	 3.3b	 Pyridine	 7.0a	















than	 one	 discrete	molecule,	 a	multi-component	 crystal.	 	 The	 first	 report	 of	 a	
cocrystal	was	that	of	quinhydrone	[4.5]	in	184453	(a	1:1	cocrystal	of	quinone	[4]	
















Significant	 academic	 debate	 continued,	 with	 Aakeröy	 presenting	 his	 own	
personal	definition	in	2005,12	including	strict	requirements	for	neutral	species,	

























Although	 frustratingly	 complex,	 the	 level	 of	 academic	 (and	 now	 regulatory)	
debate	on	the	subject	of	cocrystals	should	be	 interpreted	as	an	 indication	of	a	
mature	field	that	is	growing	in	importance	and	influence,	gaining	the	attention	of	
the	 academic	 heavyweights	 and	 regulatory	 bodies	 alike.	 	 The	 revised	 FDA	
guidance	paves	the	way	for	the	development	of	pharmaceutical	cocrystals	on	an	
industrial	 scale,	which	 should	 in	 turn	open	up	 a	 route	 to	market	 for	 effective	
pharmaceutical	materials	 that	 are	 currently	 unmarketable	 due	 to	 undesirable	
physical	properties.		The	broader	impact	of	this	field	is	on	the	patients,	who	may	
gain	 access	 to	 new	 APIs	 and/or	 better	 drug	 product	 formulations.	 	 Cocrystal	
formulations	have	just	recently	made	their	debut	to	the	market.		In	2014,	the	FDA	
approved	 the	 first	 API	 cocrystal	 (dapagliflozin:propylene	 glycol:monohydrate,	
[6])	[Figure	8]	for	use	in	the	treatment	of	type	2	diabetes.62	 	Dapagliflozin	API	
(market	 name	 Farxiga®)	 is	 amorphous,	 unstable	 and	 very	 hygroscopic,	 thus	
presenting	significant	processing	issues	on	an	industrial	scale.63		These	issues	are	
circumvented	 in	 the	 case	 of	 the	 cocrystal,	while	 retaining	 the	 pharmaceutical	
activity	of	dapagliflozin	for	diabetes	treatment.	
Aitipamula et al. suggest three alternative regulatory classi-
fications in which cocrystals and salts belong to the same
regulatory class. These three alternative regulatory classifcations
are described as follows in the original paper:
(1) One class where all solid forms of APIs are classified
together.
(2) Two classes: (1) single-component APIs, their poly-
morphs, and solvates and (2) salts, cocrystals, and their
polymorphs or solvates.
(3) Three classes: (1) single-component APIs and their
polymorphs; (2) salts, cocrystals, cocrystals of salts,
binary salts, and their polymorphs; and (3) solvates and
hydrates of single-component or multicomponent APIs
and their polymorphs.
These classifications are presented in Figure 1b−d,
respectively, where the different subclasses, represented by
colored shapes, are combined in different regulatory classes,
indicated by the black dotted lines. In spite of the
recommendations by Aitipamula et al, the FDA chose not to
alter the existing regulatory classification of solvates and salts9
but to create a third class, “cocrystals”; this arrangement is
depicted in Figure 1e. The three FDA regulatory classes apply
to (1) single-component crystals and their (pseudo)-
polymorphs, (2) salts and their (pseudo)polymorphs, and (3)
cocrystals and their (pseudo)polymorphs. (The FDA uses the
term polymorph for pseudopolymorphs, so solvates are
considered polymorphs in their guidances.) The FDA
classification does not specify the overlap region of cocrystals
and salts.
A comprehensive classification should be unambiguous,
complete, and describe several mutually exclusive classes. The
approach of Aitipamula et al. is consistent with current scientific
thought and also a good starting point for that. In Figure 1a,
however, the classes are not unambiguously defined and rules
for classification are not proposed. For example, is it not clear
how a crystal consisting of A+ (solid), B− (solid or liquid), and
C (liquid) should be classified. If we want a clear and complete
classification and accompanying nomenclature, then we have to
expand the definitions of the three circles and define each of the
seven subclasses created by the overlap of three circles
according to the principles of set theory. Since the interest in
multicomponent crystallization has shifted from fundamental
research to a widely studied field in academia and industry, a
proper classification of the different crystals of interest is
important. It allows for proper regulatory classification and
enables targeted exploration of classes that are promising for
the optimization of APIs. Therefore, we propose concrete rules
for the classification of multicomponent crystals and have
applied this classification to the Cambridge Structural Database
(CSD). Pharmaceutical salts and solvates represent two well-
studied classes, in contrast to other multicomponent classes.
The application to the CSD allows us to estimate the potential
impact of these other multicomponent classes not only for
cocrystals but also for crystals with more than two residues: If
the number of components in a crystal is not restricted to one
or two, then this will further increase the posibilities for
alternative solids of APIs. In the next section of this article, we
propose strict definitions for the seven subclasses found in
Figure 1 and highlight issues that inevitably emerge. We then
describe our approach to apply this classification to the CSD,
followed in the Results and Discussion section by an example
from the CSD for each subclass, up to a crystal classified as a
cocrystal salt solvate. We also present the distribution of CSD
crystals over the seven subclasses and provide lists of CSD
refcodes for all subclasses.
■ CLASSIFICATION
Before exploring the multicomponent crystals in the CSD, we
need to define all of the classes that we want to distinguish. For
the classification to be unambiguous, all crystals must fall into
exactly one subclass.
Multicomponent crystals can be defined as crystals with two
or more different (different 2D structure, different elements, or
different but not opposite chirality) residues in the crystal
lattice. (A residue is considered to be a complete set of
covalently bonded elements. In this article, covalent bonds will
be defined by the connectivity records of the CSD datafile
used.) We refer to the number of residues in the asymmetric
unit as ZR such that ZR > 1 for multicomponent crystals and ZR
= 1 for single-component crystals.
We distinguish residues as either an ion, a solvent, or a
coformer. These residue types are similar to the charged
residue, the neutral liquid residue, and the neutral solid residue,
respectively, that are used for classification by Aitipamula et al.
Figure 1. (a) Three overlapping multicomponent crystal classes,
visualized as circles, adapted from Aitipamula et al.;8 (b−e) dotted
lines separate different regulatory classes proposed by8 (b) one
regulatory class for all solids; (c) two regulatory classes: one single-
components and solvates and one remainder class; (d) three
regulatory classes: one single components, one cocrystals and salts,
and one solvates class (including cocrystal and salt solvates); and (e)
FDA regulatory classes.
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ABSTRACT: The design of pharmaceutical cocrystals has
initiated widespread debate on the classification of cocrystals.
Current attempts to classify multicomponent crystals suffer
from ambiguity, which has led to inconsistent definitions for
cocrystals and for multicomponent crystals in general. Inspired
by the work of Aitipamula et al. (Cryst. Growth Des. 2012, 12,
2147−2152), we present a feasible classification system for all
multicomponent crystals. The present classification enables us
to analyze and classify multicomponent crystal structures
present in the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD). This
reveals that all seven classes proposed are relevant in terms of frequency of occurrence. Lists of CSD refcodes for all classes are
provided. We identified over 5000 cocrystals in the CSD, as well as over 12 000 crystals with more than two components. This
illustrates that the possibilities for alternative drug formulations can be increased significantly by considering more than two
components in drug design.
■ INTRODUCTION
The design of multicomponent crystals, such as solvates or
salts, provides a means to alter the physicochemical properties
of crystals without changing the chemical properties of the
molecule of interest. This is particularly useful in the case of
active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs). For example,
sulindac, a non-steroid anti-inflammatory drug, can be crystal-
lized with different solvents to alter its dissolution rate.1 Other
APIs may exhibit increased water solubility as a salt, such as the
sodium salt of naproxen.2 Although solvates and salts are
commonly used in this context, the formation of cocrystals has
only recently been considered for APIs, which has significantly
increased the solid forms available for formulation.3 The
number of solvents and counterions that can safely b included
in pharmaceuticals is limited; safe coformers, on the other hand,
are plentiful:4 many are mentioned in the g nerally recognized
as safe list (GRAS),5 which lists hundreds of compounds, and
even more are found in the everything added to food in the
U.S. list (EAFUS),6 which lists thousands of compounds
suitable as food additives. Both of these lists are managed by
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA).
In December 2011, the FDA announced a draft guidance on
classification of cocrystals as “dissociable API-excipient
molecular complexes”.7 This draft guidance provoked a
response from the academic world in a paper urging for an
alternative regulatory classification.8 In the response, titled
Polymorphs, salts and cocrystals: what’s in a name?, Aitipamula et
al. challenged the regulatory classification by proposing the
merging of cocrystals with salts. They argue that the two should
not be subject to separate sets of rules and regulations because
cocrystals and salts are so etimes difficult to distinguish and
because coformers, similar to ions, often act more like active
ingredients than like excipients.
Apart from the many opinions and pharmaceutical issues that
are addressed by the FDA, the dustry, and academia, a
practical question is how relevant the various classes are in
terms of the number of crystal structures and how to use
crystallographic databases in order to classify entries on the
basis of concrete rules. This is the main goal and challenge of
the present article.
■ PREVIOUS CLASSIFICATION
The scientif ic classification of multicomponent crystals into
solvates, salts, and cocrystals is presented in Figure 1a. The
aggregation states mentioned below refer to the pure un-
ionized residues at room temperature. According to this
classification, solvate crystals contain a solid residue and a
liquid residue; salts contain two ions, one of which is a solid;
and cocrystals contain two solid residues. These classes are not
mutually exclusive and yield seven subclasses: the true solvate
(yellow), salt (red), and cocrystal (blue) and the classes at the
intersections of these circles (e.g., solvated cocrystal, green).
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Cocrystallisation	 studies	 have	 successfully	 altered	 bioavailaibility	 and	
solubility,13,64	 hygroscopic	 stability,65	 compressibility,66	 instrinsic	 dissolution	
rate,67	and	thermal	properties68	of	target	materials.		Crystal	engineering	of	novel	
cocrystals	 arises	 from	 effective	 utilisation	 of	 our	 understanding	 of	
intermolecular	 interactions.	 	 In	 this	 context,	 ‘supramolecular	 synthons’	 are	
structural	 motifs	 identified	 in	 the	 solid	 state,	 involving	 distinct,	 robust,	 and	
reliable	 intermolecular	 interactions,	most	commonly	hydrogen	bonds,	 that	are	
repeatedly	 observed.1,10	 	 These	 interactions	 present	 the	 synthetic	 tools	 for	
construction	of	 supramolecular	 architectures.12	 	 In	order	 to	design	 cocrystals,	
careful	 selection	 of	 a	 series	 of	 appropriate	 coformers	 of	 complimentary	
molecular	structure	to	the	target	is	essential.		
Rational	 selection	 of	 suitable	 coformers	 involves	 careful	 assessment	 of	 the	




same	 functional	 group),	 and	 heteromeric	 (donors/acceptors	 on	 different	





interactions	 between	 molecules	 of	 the	 same	 material.	 	 The	 most	 common	
supramolecular	synthons	to	be	exploited	in	organic	cocrystallization	are	1)	the	
acid-acid	 homodimer,	 2)	 the	 amide-amide	 homodimer,	 3)	 the	 acid-amide	
heterodimer,	and	4)	the	acid-pyridyl	heterodimer	(Figure	9).69		
Figure	9:	The	most	common	supramolecular	synthons	observed	in	cocrystals.69	
A	 concise	 explanation	 of	 the	 factors	 involved	 in	 knowledge-based	 coformer	
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interaction between groups III (secondary amide) and I
(sulfonamide) as well as an intramolecular hydrogen-bonded
ring between groups II (hydroxyl) and III. Intramolecular
six-membered hydrogen bonded rings (five heavy atoms plus
the hydrogen) are known to form very readily38 and rings of
this particular type have a formation probability of greater
than 97%.38 This suggests that it would be difficult to disrupt
the intramolecular interaction and therefore attempts should
focus on the intermolecular interactions. The final functional
group, IV (thiazole), is not used for conventional hydrogen
bonding in the crystal structure.
To find competitive hetero-interactions with respect to the
homo-interactions in the observed structure of pure meloxicam,
Cheney et al. chose to target the thiazole functional group (IV)
as an acceptor. The possible competing groups selected by
Cheney and co-workers include; carboxylic acid, alcohol and
primary amide. Table 1 shows CSD search results for these
complementary groups in competition with any azole moiety
(five-membered ring containing one or more nitrogens and
up to one other heteroatom).
The group with the clearest preference for a hetero-
interaction in favour of a homo-interaction was found to be
the carboxylic acid group for which the observed ratio of
hetero- to homo-interactions was 5.9 : 1, as shown in Table 1.
The alcohol still showed a preference for the hetero-interaction,
though less dominantly (ratio of 1.6 : 1), and the primary
Fig. 2 Flowchart for co-crystal design strategies based on synthon competition.
Fig. 3 2D chemical diagram (a) and 3D packing diagram showing hydrogen bonding (b) for the pure structure of meloxicam.










Ratio of hetero- to
homo-interactions
Carboxylic acid 450 159 (35%) 27 (6%) 5.9 : 1
Alcohol 649 248 (38%) 151 (23%) 1.6 : 1





























































Graph	 set	 analysis	 is	 a	 method	 of	 defining	 the	 motifs	 observed	 in	 hydrogen	
bonded	systems.		The	modern	graph	set	methodology	has	built	upon	the	work	of	












donors	 and	 acceptors,	 and	 r	 representing	 the	 ring	 size	 in	 the	 same	way	 as	k,	
above.	 	 In	 this	 case	 G	 could	 be	 changed	 for	 one	 of	 three	 specified	 hydrogen	




































































































The	2016	update	 to	Mercury	 structure	visualization	software41	 includes	motif	
search	capability,	which	allows	the	user	to	search	for	simple	unitary	hydrogen	
bonding	 motifs,	 such	 as	 C(4)	 chains.	 	 The	 reported	 results	 include	 a	
representation	 of	 percentage	 frequency,	which	 is	 the	 instances	 for	which	 the	
particular	motif	is	observed	as	percentage	of	the	molecules	in	which	that	motif	
could	form	[Equation	1].	










a	 sulfonamide).	 	 The	main	 classes	 of	 sulfur	 functional	 groups	 including	 some	
interesting	 examples	 from	 organic	 and	medicinal	 chemistry	 are	 illustrated	 in	
Figure	14.		
With	 so	 many	 notable	 examples	 of	 sulfur	 functional	 groups,	 it	 comes	 as	 no	
















































































































































































Thiol	 29	 14	 15	
Sulfide	 1057	(3650a)	 1057a	 2593a	
Disulfide	 253	 54	 199	
Sulfoxide	 225	(1477b)	 75	 150	

























Thioamide	 153	 72	 81	




The	 CSD39	 was	 used	 to	 investigate	 the	 landscape	 of	 sulfur	 cocrystals	 already	
reported	in	the	literature	(Table	4).		Motif	analysis	in	Mercury41	shows	that	the	
thiol,	 thione,	 sulfide	 and	 disulfide	 functional	 groups	 are	 not	 responsible	 for	
cocrystal	 formation,	 with	 the	 main	 hydrogen	 bonding	 interactions	 occurring	
from/to	other	functional	groups	in	the	materials.	
A	more	diverse	 suite	of	 intermolecular	 interactions	 can	be	observed	 from	 the	
oxidized	 sulfur	 functional	 groups,	 sulfoxide,	 sulfone,	 sulfinamide	 and	
sulfonamide.	 	 The	 sulfoxide	moiety	 features	 heavily	 in	 the	 CSD,39	 particularly	
dimethylsulfoxide	 (DMSO)	 which	 features	 in	 1252	 multi-component	 crystals	
(which	 should	 be	 classified	 as	 solvates).	 	 Considerable	 research	 into	 the	
cocrystallization	of	 sulfoxides	has	been	performed	within	our	 research	group,	
revealing	both	dibenzylsulfoxide	(DBSO,	7)	and	diphenylsulfoxide	(DPSO,	8)	as	
potent	 hydrogen/halogen	 bond	 acceptors	 in	 cocrystallization.	 	 The	 sulfoxide	
(S=O)	group	is	capable	of	hydrogen80,81	and	halogen82	bonding	with	a	range	of	







































with	 aminated	 sulfone	 residues	 such	 as	 dapsone	 (4,4’-sulfonyldianiline,	 14)	
[Figure	20	and	Figure	21],	with	the	N-H···O=S	interaction	occurring	between	the	


























The	 sulfone	 moiety	 accepts	 hydrogen	 bonds	 less	 readily	 than	 its	 sulfoxide	
counterpart,	making	it	a	less	attractive	functional	group	for	cocrystallization	in	
the	absence	of	additional	good	hydrogen	bond	donors/acceptors	also	present	on	














	2	(8)	 dimer	 motif	 at	 the	 centre	 of	 the	 structure,	 capped	 by	 interactions	 to	
‘sulfinamide’	 N-H.	 	 The	 ‘sulfinamide’	 S=O	 accepts	 a	moderate	 hydrogen	 bond	
from	a	neighbouring	C-H	 group	 at	 a	 distance	 of	 2.5	Å	 [Figure	23].	 	 This	 is	 an	
interesting	example	of	the	slight	flexibility	of	Hunter’s	table	and	Etter’s	rules.		In	













bonding,	 containing	 both	 a	 good	 acceptor	 (S=O),	 and	 a	 strong	 donor	 (N-H).		






homomeric	motifs	were	 identified	 in	 the	sulfonamide	cocrystal	structures,	 the	
C(4)	 chain	 and	 the	 R
2




















the	 two	 N-H	 atoms,	 while	 the	 other	 N-H	 participates	 in	 a	 heteromeric	
sulfonamide-amide	 interaction	 [Figure	 25].	 	 Similarly,	 in	 the	 case	 of	 the	
acetazolamide-2-pyridone	 cocrystal	 [23.24]	 published	by	Bolla	 and	Nangia	 in	


















There	 are	 several	 examples	 of	 heteromeric	 hydrogen	 bond	 donation	 from	
sulfonamide	 N-H	 to	 other	 functional	 groups	 [Table	 5],	 including	 the	 pyridyl	
(Figure	27),93–96	 carbonyl	 (Figure	28),97–100	 ether	 (Figure	29),98,101–104	N-oxide	
(Figure	 30),105–110	 and	 to	 a	 lesser	 extent	 phosphine	 oxide	 functional	 groups	










































The	 large	variation	 in	observed	motifs	 for	 sulfonamide	cocrystals	provides	an	





The	 thioamide	 functional	 group	 presents	 significantly	 less	 variation	 in	 the	
observed	motifs.		The	primary	hydrogen	bonding	interactions	observed	here	are	
(a)	clathrate	structures	incorporating	donation	of	the	thioamide	N-H	to	an	ether	


























focus	 of	 this	 work	 is	 in	 the	 utilisation	 of	 our	 current	 understanding	 of	
intermolecular	 interactions,	 particularly	 hydrogen	 bonding,	 incorporating	
Etter’s	 rules	 and	 Hunter’s	 table	 to	 design	 and	 investigate	 homomeric	 and	
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partly	 due	 to	 the	 far	 more	 challenging	 synthesis	 of	 the	 primary	 sulfinamide.		
Apart	from	one	small	cocrystallization	study	carried	out	in	our	lab	in	20131	that	
utilised	 a	 commercially	 available,	 enantiopure-primary	 sulfinamide,	 there	 has	
been	no	 research	 conducted	 solely	 to	 elucidate	 the	 crystal	 landscape	of	 these	
materials.		Structurally-related	sulfonamides	and	primary	amides	have	486	and	
2546	 crystal	 structures	 reported	 in	 the	 CSD2	 respectively,	 and	 secondary	
sulfinamides	account	 for	378	reported	structures.	 	Sulfinamide	chirality	arises	
from	 the	 four	 substituents	 on	 the	 sulfur	 atom,	 including	 one	 lone	 pair,	

































form	 enantiopure	 amines	 from	 sulfinimines	 (thio-oxime-S-oxides).3	 	 Chiral	
sulfinimines	are	accessed	by	condensation	of	enantiopure	primary	sulfinamides	
with	 a	 chosen	 aldehyde.	 	 Addition	 of	 organometallic	 reagents	 across	 the	
sulfinimine	 C-N	 bond	 produces	 an	 intermediate	 secondary	 sulfinamide	which	
can	then	undergo	hydrolytic	cleavage	to	 furnish	a	primary	amine	containing	a	










































undergo	 a	 range	 of	 further	 reactions	 in	 the	 synthesis	 of	 important	 amine	
derivatives,	 including	a-branched	 amines,4	a-	 and	b-aminophosphonic	 acids,4	
a,a-dibranched	 amines,4	 a-	 and	 b-amino	 acids,4	 aziridines,4	 cis-aziridine-2-
carboxylic	acids,5	and	N-sulfinyl	aldimines	and	ketimines.6	
The	 Ellman	 group	 published	 the	 enantioselective	 synthesis	 of	 (±)-tert-
butanesulfinamide	 [32]	 (Ellman’s	 sulfinamide)	 in	 June	 1997	 (Scheme	 2),	
exploiting	 the	 vanadium	 mediated	 oxidation	 developed	 by	 Bolm	 and	
coworkers.7,8		Ellman’s	sulfinamide	[32]	has	been	extensively	used	in	asymmetric	
synthesis	 since	 this	 report,	 establishing	 it	 as	 a	 useful	 reagent	 for	 the	 general	
asymmetric	 synthesis	 of	 a	 broad	 range	 of	 amine-containing	 compounds	
(including	 total	 synthesis	projects).	 	A	 comprehensive	 review	of	 the	 synthesis	
and	applications	of	32	was	published	in	2010.9		Its	extensive	use	has	led	to	the	

























The	 synthesis	 of	 racemic	 sulfinamides	 has	 more	 options	 in	 the	 literature.		
Furukawa	and	Okawara	published	two	synthetic	methods	to	form		secondary	and	
tertiary	sulfinamides	from	sulfinic	acids	in	1976	(Scheme	3).10	 	The	first	route	
used	 dicyclohexyldicarbodiimide	 (DCC,	 40)	 in	 anhydrous	 dioxane	 at	 room	
temperature,	achieving	pure	yields	of	the	target	sulfinamides	between	36-65%.		













(i) RCHO or RC(O)R'













VO(acac)2 [36] (0.50 mol %)
Acetone, 0 ºC



















not	 commercially	 available,	 and	 would	 require	 alternative	 synthetic	 steps	 to	





chloride	 [43]	 and	 benzylamine	 [44]	 in	 a	 one-step	 process	 was	 outlined	 by	
Harmata	 and	 co-workers	 in	 2006	 (Scheme	 4).11	 	 Simple	 reagents	


























































During	our	work,	 it	was	 initially	postulated	that	 if	aqueous	ammonia	could	be	
used	as	the	amine	source,	the	Harmata	strategy	could	be	utilised	to	prepare	the	
target	 sulfinamides	 from	 commercially	 available	 sulfonyl	 chlorides.	 	 This	
reaction	was	used	as	a	 first	attempt	at	one-pot	primary	sulfinamide	synthesis	











hydrogen	 peroxide,9	 and	 the	 chiral	 menthyl	 sulfinates	 substituted	 by	 achiral	
sulfinate	esters	 in	 the	Davis	methodology.3,6	These	methods	would	potentially	
yield	 the	 target	 primary	 sulfinamide	 in	 two	 steps.	 	 An	 alternative	 route	 to	
sulfinamides	 is	 treatment	 of	 an	 amine	 with	 a	 suitable	 base	 followed	 by	
nucleophilic	displacement	of	 the	menthyl	moiety	 from	the	Andersen	reagent13	
[33]	or	a	similar	sulfinate	ester,	however,	this	route	was	not	chosen	due	to	the	













CH2Cl2, 0 °C, 1h






NH3 (aq.) (1.0 Eq)
PPh3 (1.0 Eq)
NEt3 (2.0 Eq)





coupled	 with	 the	 availability	 of	 more	 attractive	 synthetic	 routes	 (discussed	
below).	






proposed	 by	 Davis	 (Scheme	 1).	 	 We	 decided	 to	 utilise	 this	 straightforward	
approach	to	access	the	series	of	sulfinamides	for	this	study.			
Scheme	6:	Synthetic	route	to	sulfinamides	published	by	Garcia	Ruano	et	al.14	
The	 complete	 series	 of	 substituted	 disulfides	was	 not	 available	 commercially.		
However,	it	was	envisaged	that	the	remaining	substituted	aryl-disulfides	could	






NBS [46] (3.0 Eq)
MeOH








(i) LiHMDS [47] (1.3 Eq)





















NBS [46] (3.0 Eq)
MeOH











KI (1.0 mol %)
H2O2 [37] (1.0 Eq)
EtOAc, RT
LiHMDS [47] (1.3 Eq)
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Number	 R	-	Group	 Yield	 Appearance	
29C17	 2-Br	 88%	 White	Solid	
29D	 3-Br	 91%	 Orange	Oil	
29E18	 4-Br	 84%	 Yellow	Solid	
29F17	 2-Cl	 90%	 Off-white	Solid	
29G19	 3-Cl	 87%	 Orange	Oil	
29H19	 4-Cl	 92%	 Yellow	Solid	
29I20	 2-F	 91%	 Yellow	Oil	
29J	 3-F	 99%	 Yellow	Oil	
29K20	 4-F	 85%	 Yellow	Oil	
29L21	 2-MeO	 91%	 Off-white	Solid	
29M21	 3-MeO	 96%	 Red-brown	Oil	












KI (1.0 mol %)
H2O2 [37] (1.0 Eq)













were	 fully	 characterised.	 	 Characterisation	 of	 the	 non-novel	 materials	 was	
performed	using	1H,	13C	NMR,	and	IR,	as	standard.		The	aromatic	splitting	pattern	
observed	in	1H	NMR	was	reflective	of	the	1,	2	or	3	substitution	on	the	aromatic	
rings	 in	 each	 case.	 Infrared	 spectroscopy,	 despite	 its	 use	 as	 a	 standard	






molecular	 ion	 [(M+H)+]	 was	 not	 detected	 in	 almost	 all	 cases.	 	 The	 negative	










29P23	 3-Me	 90%	 Yellow	Oil	




a	 yellow	 soid	 and	 a	 red-brown	 oil	 respectively).19,20	 However,	 the	 spectral	
characteristics	 recorded	 for	 these	 agreed	 well	 with	 those	 reported	 and	 so	
microanalysis	was	not	performed	in	these	cases.		29H	is	reported	as	a	white	solid,	





disulfides	 [29A-T]	 (Table	4)	 including	the	6	commercially	available	disulfides.		
The	 method	 used	 methanol,	 CH2Cl2	 and	 NBS	 [46]	 (which	 was	 freshly	 re-
crystallized	from	hot	water	before	use).25		The	sulfinate	esters	were	prepared	in	




This	 ‘one-pot’	 method15	 proved	 very	 effective	 for	 preparation	 of	 the	 target	
methyl	sulfinate	esters,	of	the	20	target	esters	attempted,	19	were	successfully	
prepared.	 	Column	chromatography	was	required	in	14	of	the	19	syntheses.	 	5	
materials	 (30A,	30B,	30D,	30E,	 and	30J)	did	not	 require	purification,	 as	 they	
appeared	clean	in	1H	and	13C	NMR	after	reaction	work-up	with	aqueous	sodium	














Table	 4:	 Percentage	 yields	 of	 methyl	 aryl	 sulfinate	 esters	 [30A-Q,	 S-T]	
(those	derived	from	commercially	available	disulfides	in	green).	
	
Compound	 R=	 Percentage	Yield	 Appearance	
30Aa,26	 H	 61%	 Colourless	Oil	
30Ba,15	 **	 85%	 Colourless	Oil	
30Cb	 2-Br	 68%	 Yellow	Oil	
30Da	 3-Br	 71%	 Orange	Oil	
30Ea,27	 4-Br	 73%	 Colourless	Oil	
30Fb,28	 2-Cl	 81%	 Colourless	Oil	
30Gb,27	 3-Cl	 56%	 Colourless	Oil	
30Hb,29	 4-Cl	 89%	 Yellow	Oil	
30Ib	 2-F	 59%	 Colourless	Oil	
30Ja	 3-F	 89%	 Colourless	Oil	
30Kb,26	 4-F	 50%	 Yellow	Oil	
30Lb,14	 2-MeO	 77%	 Pale	yellow	Oil	
30Mb	 3-MeO	 90%	 Pale	yellow	Oil	
30Nb,27	 4-MeO	 74%	 Pale	yellow	Oil	
30Ob,28	 2-Me	 71%	 Pale	yellow	Oil	
30Pb	 3-Me	 74%	 Yellow	Oil	
30Qb,5,30	 4-Me	 83%	 Colourless	Oil	
30R15	 2-NO2	 No	Reaction	 -	
30Sb,31	 3-NO2	 77%	 Orange	Oil	
















NBS [46] (3.0 Eq)
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tended	 to	 disappear	 as	 the	 reaction	 progressed	 toward	 completion.	 	 TLC	
monitoring	was	used	to	determine	reaction	completion,	with	disappearance	of	
the	disulfide	band	used	for	reference.		The	orange	colour	was	not	observed	in	the	
case	of	2-nitrophenyl	disulfide	 [29R]	 and	disappearance	of	 the	disulfide	band	
was	not	 seen	 in	TLC.	 	Only	 starting	material	was	 recovered	 from	 the	 reaction	
vessel.	 	The	solubility	of	the	2-nitrophenyl	disulfide	[29R]	was	an	issue	in	this	




literature	 was	 consulted	 again,	 and	 synthesis	 of	 30R	 was	 attempted	 using	









Since	 diazomethane	 is	 classified	 as	 a	 high	 risk	material,34	 it	was	 decided	 that	





required	 full	 characteristation.	 	 The	 sulfinate	 ester	 moiety	 resulted	 in	 two	















1112-1183	 cm-1	 and	 the	 S-O	 between	 957-999	 cm-1.	 	 The	 introduction	 of	 the	















materials	were	 fully	 characterised.	 	A	 study	was	published	 in	 early	2016	 that	
contained	some	characterisation	information	for	three	sulfinate	esters	contained	
in	this	study	(30E,	30G,	and	30N).27		In	the	case	of	30D,	the	1H	NMR	spectrum	for	




However,	 this	 was	 attributed	 to	 a	 difference	 in	 automatic	 calibration	 of	 the	














warming	the	reaction	to	room	temperature.	 	 In	order	to	 form	target	materials	
[31A-Q,	S-T],	LiHMDS	[47]	was	added	to	a	cooled	solution	of	the	racemic	methyl	
sulfinate	ester	[30A-Q,	S-T]	in	dry	THF.			




washes,	 providing	 pure	 products	 in	 all	 cases	 (Table	 5).	 	 Chromatography	
presented	 similar	 challenges	 to	 the	 sulfinate	esters	discussed	above,	products	
tended	 to	 streak	 from	 the	 column,	 regardless	 of	 solvent	 system,	 and	 were	
isolated	 over	 large	 volumes	 (approx.	 500-700	 mL).	 	 Of	 the	 18	 sulfinamides	
prepared,	seven	were	not	previously	characterised	in	the	literature	(31C,	31D,	
31G,	31I,	31J,	31M,	 and	31P)	 and	were	 fully	 characterised.	 	A	 range	of	NMR	
solvents	are	reported	in	the	literature	for	characterisation	of	the	sulfinamides,	
leading	to	slight	differences	in	the	reported	NMR	spectra	for	31E,	31N,	31Q,	and	











Sulfinamide	Product	 R	=	 Percentage	Yield	 Appearance	
31Ab,37	 H	 72%	 Off-white	Solid	
31B	 **	 No	Reaction	 -	
31Cb	 2-Br	 19%	 Off-white	Solid	
31Da	 3-Br	 87%	 Yellow	Solid	
31Eb,38	 4-Br	 50%	 Off-white	Solid	
31Fa,28	 2-Cl	 87%	 Cream	Solid	
31Ga	 3-Cl	 94%	 Cream	Solid	
31Ha,37	 4-Cl	 80%	 Yellow-Cream	Solid	
31Ia	 2-F	 98%	 Off-white	Solid	
31Ja	 3-F	 91%	 Orange-yellow	Solid	
31Kd,28	 4-F	 82%	 Yellow-Cream	Solid	
31Lb,c,14	 2-MeO	 72%	 White	Solid	
31Mb	 3-MeO	 67%	 Orange	Solid	
31Nd,37	 4-MeO	 87%	 Cream	Solid	
31Ob,28	 2-Me	 31%	 Cream	Solid	
31Pa	 3-Me	 93%	 Cream	Solid	
31Qa,29,37		 4-Me	 81%	 White	Solid	
31Sa,31	 3-NO2	 75%	 Orange	Solid	




Structural	 confirmation	of	 the	 sulfinamide	materials	was	 completed	using	 the	
normal	 suite	 of	methods	 (1H	 and	 13C	 NMR,	 IR,	 nominal/high	 resolution	mass	










LiHMDS [47] (1.3 Eq)












In	 the	 case	 of	 phenylmethane	 sulfinamide,	 the	 desired	 product	 could	 not	 be	 formed	









degradation	 in	 the	 NMR	 presents	 a	 characteristic	 peak	 at	 approximately	 10	 ppm,	




in	 1957.40	 	 This	 synthetic	 route	 was	 not	 considered	 due	 to	 the	 safety	 concerns	
surrounding	 the	 use	 of	 chloramine.	 	 The	 only	 other	 published	 synthesis	 of	
phenylmethane	sulfinamide	 is	 an	enantiospecific	 route	published	as	part	of	 a	Chinese	
patent	in	2001,	which	was	not	considered	due	to	the	requirement	for	a	racemic	synthesis	
and	 the	 need	 for	 translation	 of	 the	 entire	 document;41	 and	 so	 synthesis	 of	 the	
phenylmethane	sulfinamide	was	not	pursued	further.		
S
O (i) LiHMDS [47] (1.3 Eq)































































18	 primary	 sulfinamides,	 of	 which	 7	 were	 novel.	 	 The	 target	 sulfinamide	
materials	were	prepared	in	2	or	3	synthetic	steps	in	good	yields	and	purity	and,	
if	 stored	as	 solids,	were	bench-stable	 for	 several	months;	with	no	evidence	of	
structural	degradation	 (unlike	 the	 labile	 sulfinate	 intermediates).	 	 2	of	 the	20	
target	materials	could	not	be	accessed	using	our	chosen	methods,	and	although	
alternative	 synthetic	 options	 were	 attempted,	 successful	 preparation	 of	


















known	 structures	 of	 primary	 sulfinamides	 (each	 will	 be	 discussed	 in	 section	
2.3.3).	 	When	 a	 comparable	 search	 of	 the	 CSD2	 is	 performed	 for	 the	 primary	
amide	moiety	2546	structures	are	returned.	
Using	hydrogen	bond	donor	(a)	and	acceptor	(b)	constants	from	Hunter’s	table41	
as	 a	 numerical	 guideline,	 it	 can	 be	 seen	 that	 the	 sulfinamide	 is	 both	 a	 potent	
hydrogen	bond	donor	(N-H,	a	=	3.2)	and	hydrogen	bond	acceptor	(S=O,	a	=	8.3)	
(Table.	 6).	 	 Acids	 and	 amides	 are	 common	 functional	 group	 targets	 in	 crystal	
engineering	studies.42–44		Therefore,	it	is	informative	to	compare	these	donor	and	
acceptor	constants	to	the	sulfinamide	functional	group	(Table	6).	







acid	 (O-H,	 a	 =	 3.6)	 and	 the	 amide	 functional	 groups	 (N-H,	 a	 =	 2.9).	 	 The	
sulfinamide	(S=O)	acceptor	value	(b)	is	identical	to	that	of	the	amide	(S=O/C=O,	
b	=	8.3),	and	lies	far	above	that	of	the	carboxylic	acid	(C=O,	b	=	5.3).		This	suggests	
















Hydrogen	bonding	 in	amides	occurs	 through	 the	 strong	C=O···H-N	 interaction	
between	 the	 carbonyl	 oxygen	 and	 the	 amide	 hydrogens.	 	 If	 this	 primary	 aryl	
amide	 sub-set	 is	 inspected	 for	 recurrent	bonding	motifs	using	Mercury,45	 two	
main	motifs	 can	 be	 identified.	 	 The	 R
2









Schmidt	 remarked	 that	 the	 centrosymmetric	 R
2

































dimer	 coinciding	with	 centres	 of	 symmetry	 in	 the	 unit	 cell.46	 	 The	 alkyl/aryl-
group	attached	to	the	primary	amide	moiety	plays	a	significant	role	in	allowing	




The	N-H···O=C	 interaction	 tends	 to	adopt	a	motif	 that	 is	planar,	 involving	 two	
hydrogen	 bonds	 from	N-H···O=C.48	 	 A	 good	 example	 of	 the	 robustness	 of	 this	










Chain	 motifs	 are	 an	 attractive	 target	 in	 crystal	 engineering	 since	 they	 allow	














ring	 is	 formed,	 an	 R
2
	4	(8)	 tetramer;	 this	 combination	 of	 motifs	 is	 frequently	













































C-H···O=N	 and	 N-H···O=N	 interactions	 to	 form	 the	 crystal	 structure	 and	 the	




















To	 build	 upon	 this	 information,	 the	 structural	 data	 for	 the	 direct	 amide-
counterparts	[51A-T]	of	the	substituted	sulfinamides	chosen	for	this	work	were	
examined	 in	 detail,	 and	 their	 interactions	 investigated	 for	
similarities/differences	to	that	shown	above.		Table	7	shows	the	distribution	of	
the	 two	main	 binary	 interactions	 among	 this	 sub-set	 of	 primary	 aryl	 amides,	
along	 with	 the	 occurrence	 of	 the	 amide	 ladder.	 	 The	 set	 of	 chosen	 amide	
structures	contained	many	polymorphic	structures,	but	only	those	polymorphs	
















































































































51M	 3-MeO	 -	 -	 -	 Not	in	CSD	




















































that	 do	 not	 form	 a	 ladder.	 	 It	 is	 interesting	 to	 note	 that	 in	 the	 cases	 of	 the	
















participating	 in	 the	 dimer,	 the	 other	 hydrogen	 atom	 participates	 in	 the	 C(4)	
chain;	creating	a	4-point	interaction	for	each	dimer	via	C(4)	chains	(Figure	11).		









In	 the	 context	 of	 sulfinamide	 crystallographic	 packing,	 it	 is	 unlikely	 that	 the	
planar	 R 2	2	(8)	 dimer	motif	 will	 be	 seen,	 since	 the	 chirality	 of	 the	 sulfinamide	







JAZZIT74	 [52]	 and	 VICGET75	 [53]	 (Figure	 12)	 are	 large	 ribonucleoside	





Despite	 the	 small	 quantity	 of	 literature	 available,	 these	 primary	 sulfinamides	
structures	 are	 likely	 to	provide	 some,	 albeit	 limited,	 insight	 into	 the	 expected	
bonding	motifs	for	the	sulfinamides	in	this	study.		Of	the	two	large	ribonucleoside	
derivatives,	 the	 3D	 co-ordinates	 of	 JAZZIT74	 [(R,S)-2-Amino-9-b-D-
ribofuranosylpurine-6-sulfinamide	 hydrate	 (52,	 Figure	 12,	 top	 left)]	 are	
undetermined	and	so	the	structure	cannot	be	visualised	using	Mercury	structure	
































alternative	 hydrogen	 bond	 donors	 and	 acceptors	 and	 so	 the	 anticipated	
interaction	between	the	primary	sulfinamide	moieties	is	disrupted	in	favour	of	


































proves	 more	 favourable	 than	 the	 ‘best	 donor	 to	 best	 acceptor’	 relationship.	
Nevertheless,	 even	 in	 a	 complex	 molecule	 such	 as	 VICGET
75
	 [53]	 with	 many	































two	 C(4)	 chains	 creates	 an	 R
2
	2	(8)	 dimer-type	 interaction,	 comparable	 to	 the	
dimers	observed	in	amides	and	carboxylic	acids	(Figure	18).		Growth	extends	in	
a	more	linear	fashion	in	comparison	to	31Q,	creating	an	extended	chain	along	the	
b-axis	 (Figure	19).	 	 The	 enantiopure	 form	of	31Q	was	 also	 characterized	 and	
published	as	part	of	 this	 study;1	 interestingly,	 the	 same	pattern	of	 alternating	

























(c) There	 is	 scope	 for	 variation	 within	 the	 N-H···O=S	 hydrogen	 bonds	 to	
create	different	supramolecular	architectures.	
(d) If	 alternative	 hydrogen	 bond	 acceptors	 are	 presented	 within	 the	
molecular	 structure,	 the	 N-H···O=S	 interaction	 can	 be	 disrupted	 to	




















The	 crystallization	 process	 proved	 a	 major	 challenge	 when	 preparing	 these	
materials,	with	only	three	materials	yielding	crystals	suitable	for	SCXRD	at	the	
first	 slow	evaporation	attempt	 [31N	 (4-MeO),	31S	 (3-NO2)	and	31T	 (4-NO2)].		
Ultimately,	 11	 of	 18	 sulfinamides	 yielded	 crystals	 that	 were	 successfully	
characterised	 using	 single	 crystal	 diffraction,	 and	 their	 bonding	motifs	 in	 the	
solid	state	analysed.	 	Overall,	ethanol	proved	to	be	the	most	successful	solvent	




the	 determination	 of	 successful	 structures	 than	 the	 repetition	 of	 the	
crystallizations.			
Unexpectedly,	 hydrolysis	 occurred	 commonly	 in	 the	 crystallization	 solvent,	
resulting	 in	determination	of	an	unanticipated	crystal	 structure	 in	7	of	 the	19	
materials	(these	results	will	be	discussed	in	section	2.5).		To	counteract	this	issue,	




yield	single	crystals	of	31E	(4-Br),	after	attempts	 to	crystallize	 from	all	of	 the	
above	 solvents	 had	 failed.	 	 31M	 (3-MeO)	 proved	 unstable	 with	 respect	 to	
hydrolysis	in	all	solvents,	but	the	crystal	structure	was	finally	determined	from	





powder	 for	 the	 remaining	 7	 compounds	 in	 the	 series,	 but	 no	 other	 crystal	
structures	could	be	determined	this	way.	
4-Methylbenzene	 sulfinamide	 (31Q,	 ZIJGOQ)	 was	 included	 in	 the	 series	 to	
investigate	 whether	 the	 bonding	 motifs	 displayed	 within	 a	 racemically	
synthesised	 material	 would	 display	 differences	 to	 that	 crystallized	 from	 a	
mixture	of	the	individual	enantiomers,	as	we	had	previously	described.1		It	has	
been	shown	that	materials	can	perform	differently	depending	when	crystallized	
















2-Br	[31C]	 Pbca	 Dry	Ethanola	 Plate	 Colourless	
3-Br	[31D]	 Pbca	 Ethanol	 Plate	 Colourless	
4-Br	[31E]	 Pc	 IPA	/	CHCl3	 Thin	plate	 Colourless	
3-Cl	[31G]	 Pbca	 Ethanol	 Brick	 Colourless	
3-F	[31J]	 Pbca	 Ethanol	 Plate	 Yellow	
4-F	[31K]	 Pbca	 Ethanol	 Plate	 Yellow	
2-MeO	[31L]	 P6cc	 Ethanolb	 Plate	 Colourless	
3-MeO	[31M]	 R3c	 None	 Needle	 Orange	
4-MeO	[31N]	 Pbca	 Ethanol	 Plate	 Colourless	
4-Me	[31Q]1	 -	 Ethanol	 Plate	 Colourless	
3-NO2	[31S]	 Pbca	 Ethanol	 Needle	 Orange	









In	 agreement	 with	 the	 literature	 information,	 the	 structural	 architecture	 in	
primary	aryl	sulfinamides	is	determined	by	combinations	of	N-H···O=S	hydrogen	
bonds	forming	C(4)	chains.		C(4)	chains,	as	mentioned	earlier	(Sect.	2.3.2)	are	a	



























The	 4-methoxy	 derivative	 [31N]	 presents	 additional	 weak	 hydrogen	 bonds	
within	the	hydrophobic	areas	of	the	structure.		There	is	a	C-H···O-C	interaction	






artefact	 arising	 as	 a	 consequence	 of	 the	 dominant	 hydrogen	 bonding	 motifs	
present	in	the	structure.	 	If	a	conclusion	to	this	debate	were	to	be	drawn	from	
this	structure	alone,	it	would	be	fair	to	say	that	the	occurrence	of	the	C-H···O-C	
interaction	 in	 this	 structure	 is	 likely	 a	 structural	 artefact;	 based	 upon	 the	









A	very	 similar	pattern	of	hydrogen	bonds	can	be	observed	 in	 the	 structure	of	















31T	 retain	 their	C(4)	chain	motifs,	 indicating	that	 the	S=O···H-N	 interaction	 is	

















In	 contrast,	 in	 the	case	of	4-nitrobenzene	sulfinamide	 [31T]	 (Pna21),	 the	C(4)	
chain	is	also	the	dominant	motif,	while	the	overall	architecture	is	quite	different.		
The	 chains	 of	 alternating	 enantiomers	 adopt	 a	 linear	 configuration	 extending	









in	 the	previous	3-nitro-substituted	sulfinamide	 [31S].	 	The	nitro	group	 is	also	
more	planar,	in	relation	to	the	phenyl	ring,	with	an	angle	of	just	4.4°	between	the	
two	 in	 this	 case.	 	 C-H···O=N	 interactions	 are	 observed	 also,	 creating	 almost	
perfectly	 perpendicular	 layers	 of	 the	molecules	 at	 an	 angle	 87.4°	 (Figure	32).		
This	 almost	 perpendicular	 relationship	 is	 a	 common	 feature	 of	 nitro-nitro	
interactions	in	the	solid	state.80		The	relative	position	of	the	nitro	group	precludes	
the	 3-substituted	 analogue	 from	 adopting	 such	 an	 angular	 geometry,	 but	
conversely	the	4-nitro	material	could	not	access	the	layered	motifs	displayed	by	
the	 3-nitro	 analogue	 due	 to	 the	 sulfinamide	 N-H···O=S	 interactions	 taking	
precedence	over	the	weaker	nitro-nitro	interactions.		The	combination	of	these	
interactions	creates	a	distinct	zig-zag	motif	at	a	supramolecular	level,	with	the	
aromatic	 rings	 parallel	 to	 each	 other	 in	 the	 respective	 layers	 (Figure	 33).	 	 In	
contrast	with	amides,	where	the	presence	of	the	nitro	group	disrupts	the	primary	






































presented	 by	 its	 4-bromo	 counterpart	 [31E].	 	 Single	 solvent	 solution	
crystallization	of	 this	material	was	attempted	 from	every	solvent	 to	hand	that	
dissolved	 the	 material,	 however,	 in	 all	 instances	 the	 material	 crystallized	 in	
extremely	thin,	film-like	crystals	that	provided	little	to	no	diffraction	in	SCXRD.		




















appropriate	 acceptors	 within	 the	 acceptable	 distance	 around	 the	 hydrogen	











this	 crystal	 structure,	 leading	 to	 crystal	 growth	 along	 two	 axes	with	 a	 lack	 of	
hydrogen	bonding	interactions	that	would	give	depth	to	these	crystalline	sheets.		
A	similar	crystal	morphology	was	observed	in	the	case	of	the	4-chloro	analogue	
of	 this	 material	 [31H].	 	 Unfortunately,	 attempts	 to	 determine	 the	 crystal	
structure	of	this	compound	were	unsuccessful	as	the	thin	sheets	diffracted	very	
poorly.	 	 It	 is	 likely	 that	 the	 crystal	 structure	 of	 the	 4-chloro	 analogue	 [31H]	
displays	a	similar	structural	architecture	to	that	observed	in	31E	(4-Br),	with	the	
bromo-substitution	 providing	 enough	 localised	 electron	 density	 to	 allow	
successful	structure	determination.	
It	is	intriguing	that	replacing	the	4-fluoro	with	4-bromo	or	4-chloro	results	in	a	
dramatic	alteration	 in	 the	 solid	 state	properties,	presumably	due	 to	 the	 steric	
effects	 of	 the	 electron	 rich	 4-halo	 substituents.	 	 Analysis	 of	 the	 interfluoro	
interaction	distance	in	31K	shows	that	the	shortest	intermolecular	F-F	distance	




The	 final	 two	structures	determined	 in	 this	series	were	 the	2-	and	3-methoxy	




























are	 approximately	 8.5	 Å	 in	 diameter.	 	 In	 fact,	 a	 small	 quantity	 of	 non-
stoichiometric	 water	 was	 observed	 within	 the	 hydrophilic	 channels	 in	 this	
structure	 that	 was	 removed	 using	 the	 SQEEZE	 function	 within	 the	 PLATON	





in	 the	 structure.	 	 In	 a	 similar	 fashion	 to	 31L,	 31M	 has	 one-dimensional	
hydrophilic	channels	 formed	within	the	structure	created	by	three	 interlinked	



















a	 binary	 level	 to	 form	 a	 variety	 of	 interesting	 supramolecular	 architectures,	
including	racemic	and	enantiopure	motifs.	 	 Interestingly,	 the	structures	of	 the	
new	 racemic	 sulfinamides	 determined	 in	 this	 study	 are	 very	 similar	 to	 that	
previously	reported	within	our	research	group	for	4-methylbenzene	sulfinamide	
(31Q,	ZIJCOQ)	[Figure	16	and	Figure	17],1	indicating	that	the	N-H···O=S	motifs	
are	very	robust	and	persist	 irrespective	of	the	substituent	on	the	aryl	ring.	 	 In	
contrast	 to	 the	 motifs	 observed	 with	 the	 amide	 moiety,	 the	 N-H···O=S	
interactions	 observed	 in	 these	 materials	 seem	 to	 be	 stronger	 than	 the	
corresponding	 N-H···O=C	 hydrogen	 bonds;	 for	 example,	 the	 N-H···O=S	
interaction	 is	 retained	 in	 the	 presence	 of	 the	 nitro	 group.	 	 Furthermore,	 the	












become	 clear	 the	 hydrolytic	 sensitivity	 of	 the	 primary	 sulfinamides	 would	
complicate	a	cocrystallization	investigation.		This	study	has	formed	an	excellent	




As	 mentioned	 previously,	 the	 hydrolysis	 of	 the	 sulfinamide	 materials	 in	 the	
crystallization	 solvent	 proved	 to	 be	 the	 major	 challenge	 in	 determining	 the	








The	 experiments	 yielded	 crystal	 structures	 of	 two	 forms	 of	 the	 unsubstituted	
phenyl	derivative	 (55A	and	56A),	 5	ortho-subsitituted	materials,	 and	1	meta-
substituted	 material.	 	 Hydrolysis	 of	 the	 materials	 during	 attempted	
crystallization	 experiments	 proved	 reproducible,	 and	 when	 air	 was	 excluded	
from	the	crystallization	of	31C	(2-Br),	the	pure	sulfinamide	was	recovered.		The	









Table	 9:	 Crystal	 structures	 and	 solvents	 used	 for	 crystallization	 of	
sulfinate/sulfonate	salts.		
	






Pbca	 Dry	Ethanola	 Block	 Colourless	
H	
[56A]	 	
Pbca	 Methanol	 Plate	 Orange	
2-Br	
[55C]	 	
P21/c	 Acetonitrile	 Plate	 Colourless	
2-Cl	
[56F]	 	
P21/c	 Acetonitrile	 Block	 Yellow	
2-F	
[55I]	 	












P21/c	 Ethanol	 Plate	 Yellow	
a	-	Crystallization	performed	in	dry	ethanol	in	a	dessicator	over	P4O10;	
NMR	characterisation	of	56F	was	performed	in	DMSO-d6,	as	had	been	performed	


















































the	 signal	 for	 the	 counter-ion	 was	 not	 observed,	 despite	 successful	
characterisation	of	the	aromatic	C-H	signals.		Deuterated	methanol	was	used	as	
















by	 refluxing	 3-nitrobenzene	 sulfinamide	 [31S]	 in	 aqueous	 THF	 for	 36	 hours	
(yield	 65-70%),	 and	 described	 the	 preferential	 formation	 of	 the	 hydrolysis	
product	 over	 the	methanolysis	product	when	 the	 sulfinamide	was	 refluxed	 in	
methanol	for	7	days.			














were	 completed	 in	 D2O	 by	 Wagner	 et	 al.84	 	 The	 work	 reported	 that	 acyclic	
sulfinamides	hydrolyse	 far	more	rapidly	 than	 their	cyclic	counterparts,	due	 to	





The	 study	 suggested	 that	 water	 attacks	 the	 sulfur	 first,	 followed	 by	 proton	















































NMR,	 concluding	 that	 protonation	 of	 sulfinamides	 occurs	 on	 the	 nitrogen.86		
However,	they	did	remark	that	their	studies	could	not	exclude	some	degree	of	





































4. The	 rate	 determining	 step	 is	 the	 breakdown	 of	 the	 protonated	
intermediate.	
The	 work	 of	 Kim	 and	 Lee	 built	 upon	 the	 18O	 exchange	 experimentation	 in	
perchloric	 acid	 conducted	 by	 Okuyama	 et	 al.	 in	 1994.88	 	 The	 pH	 rate	 profile	
observed	 was	 consistent	 with	 a	 two-step	 mechanism	 via	 the	 hypervalent	
sulfurane	reaction	intermediate	shown	in	Scheme	13.		18O	exchange	experiments	
confirmed	that	the	rate-determining	step	for	hydrolysis	is	the	breakdown	of	this	
sulfurane	 intermediate.	 	 Oxygen	 exchange	 was	 seen	 in	 unreacted	 starting	
sulfinamide,	which	could	only	occur	via	the	proposed	sulfurane	intermediate.	
Scheme	13:		Hydrolysis	mechanism	via	the	hypervalent	sulfurane	intermediate.	
Mechanistic	 investigations	 into	 the	 general	 acid	 catalysis	 of	 secondary	
sulfinamides	have	been	performed	more	recently	(2007)	by	Piggott	and	Karuso	




only	slightly	 increases	 the	rate	of	hydrolysis,	but	 that	 the	rate	of	hydrolysis	 is	
fastest	 for	 tertiary	 sulfinamides.	 	 The	 slower	 rate	 of	 hydrolysis	 of	 secondary	
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sites( of( protonation( (O( or(N)( are( individually( substantiated(by( research.( ( The((
majority(of(the((research(available(relates(to(secondary(and(tertiary((sulfinamides,(
along(with(acid/base(conditions(and(so(cannot(be(used(as(a(direct(comparison(for(
the( reaction( conditions( that( have( resulted( in( the( products( prepared( in( this(
project.(((
To(investigate(the(existence(of(a(trend(in(the(results(obtained(for(this(series(of(
materials,( the( crystallization( conditions( were( examined( in( detail.( ( The( salt(
products(were( obtained( in( bulk(methanol,( and( ethanol,( in( addition( to( aprotic(
acetonitrile,(and(therefore(solvent(mediated(alcoholysis(as(described(in(201591(

























was	 excluded	 as	 a	 potential	 reaction	 pathway	 by	which	 the	 hydrolysis	 could	
occur.	 	This	2015	study,	performed	by	Mikołajczyk	and	coworkers,91	used	acid	
catalysis	with	perfluoroacetic	acid;	entirely	different	 to	 the	conditions	used	 in	





























Table	 10:	 The	 dihedral	 angle	 in	 the	 sulfinamide	 crystal	 structures.	






















for	 more	 efficient	 attack	 of	 water	 on	 the	 sulfinamide;	 or	 alternatively,	




double	bond	character	and	 reducing	electron	density	on	 the	oxygen	atom.	 	 In	
such	 instances,	 the	 sulfinamide	 nitrogen	 would	 possess	 the	 greater	 electron	
density,	thereby	leading	to	preferential	protonation	of	the	nitrogen	atom.	 	The	
resultant	 protonated	 sulfinamide	 then	 would	 possess	 a	 good	 leaving	 group	
(ammonia)	which	 can	be	eliminated	after	nucleophilic	 attack	on	 the	 sulfur	by	
adventitious	water	present	in	the	solvent.		Without	this	additional	conjugation,	








After	 formation	 of	 the	 hydrolysis	 product,	 the	 sulfinic	 acid	 reacts	 with	 the	






The	unsubstituted	benzene	 sulfinate	 and	 sulfonate	 salts	 (55A	 and	56A)	were	
isolated	 from	 differing	 reaction	 conditions	 (Table	 9).	 	 However,	 it	 required	
several	 single	 solvent	 crystallizations	 of	 the	 parent	 sulfinamide	 to	 isolate	 any	
crystals	 suitable	 for	 structure	 solution,	 and	 the	 parent	 sulfinamide	 structure	
could	not	be	determined	at	all.		Since	the	sulfinate/sulfonate	salts	diffracted	very	
well	in	all	cases,	it	could	be	concluded	that	the	parent	sulfinamide	was	slightly	
more	 stable	with	 respect	 to	 hydrolysis,	 but	 poorly	 crystalline	 overall,	 and	 so	
structure	determination	of	the	pure	sulfinamide	was	not	possible.	






the	 sulfinamides	 contained	 electron	withdrawing	 substituents	 (halo	 or	 nitro),	
and	these	materials	appeared	to	be	more	stable	with	respect	to	hydrolysis	than	
those	 with	 electron	 donating	 substituents	 (methoxy	 or	 methyl).	 	 Further	
investigation	 would	 be	 required	 to	 fully	 understand	 how	 electronic	 effects	
influence	these	materials.		
Interestingly,	the	dihedral	angle	observed	for	the	2-methoxy	analogue	[31L]	was	
determined	 to	be	16.1°.	 	This	 is	 larger	 than	 that	 seen	 for	other	materials	 that	
exhibited	hydrolysis;	and	also	larger	than	that	observed	for	the	3-nitro	analogue	




possible	 that	 the	 influence	 of	 the	 electron	 withdrawing	 nitro	 substituent	 is	
contributing	to	a	higher	level	of	stability	in	the	case	of	the	3-nitro	material.			
It	should	be	noted	that	31L	did	appear	to	be	slightly	more	stable	with	respect	to	





water	molecules	 into	 the	 channels,	which	may	 facilitate	 the	 hydrolysis	 of	 the	
compound,	more	so	than	the	influence	of	the	dihedral	angle.			
The	3-methoxy	analogue	[31M]	also	forms	channels	suitable	for	water	ingress	




Further	 insight	 into	 the	 influence	 of	 the	 substituent	 on	 the	 dihedral	 angles	



























(R=H)	 38.7°	 152.3°	 -	 -	
55C	
(2-Br)	 6.6°	 118.6°	 -	 7.1°	
55I	
(2-F)	
0.8°	 111.7°	 -	 -	












18.0°	 100.5°	 141.6°	 -	
56F	
(2-Cl)	
-0.4°	 121.1°	 118.5°	 -	
56L	
(2-MeO)	
-3.4°	 124.5°	 116.0°	 16.1°	
-5.7°	 125.5°	 113.5°	 16.1°	
56Ma	
(3-MeO)	
-0.94°	 122.3°	 119.2°	 -1.1°	
56O	
(2-Me)	
5.6°	 124.8°	 113.6°	 -	
a	–	Calculated	on	the	side	of	the	methoxy	substituent	as	material	is	3-substituted,	for	all	others	angle	was	
calculated	relative	to	the	first	unsubstituted	ortho-hydrogen	atom	on	the	aromatic	ring;	
As	 mentioned	 previously,	 the	 first	 crystal	 structure	 of	 this	 type	 [56F]	 was	
determined	 from	 crystals	 found	 in	 the	 acetonitrile	 solution	 used	 in	 mass	



































polymorphic	 forms	 of	 ammonium	 4-methylbenzene	 sulfonate	 (56Q,	
DUTZEX01/02/03),93,95,99	which	 are	 the	 sulfonate	 analogues	 of	31N,	 31Q	and	
31T	respectively.			
The	structures	of	these	three	materials	are	remarkably	similar	to	each	other,	and	








The	 4-nitro	 substituted	 analogue	 (56T,	 VEPSIU)	 displays	 rotational	 disorder	










The	 sulfinate	 and	 sulfonate	 salts	 determined	 in	 this	 study	 display	 linear	
extension	 of	 hydrogen	 bonding	 along	 two	 unit	 cell	 axes,	 in	 conjunction	 with	
strong	hydrogen	bonds	to	the	water	molecules	in	the	case	of	55A	and	55C	(Table	

























































































N-H···O=S	 hydrogen	 bonds	 (1.9-2.2	 Å)	 from	 the	 S=O	 anion	 to	 the	 ammonium	
functional	group.			


































Table	 12,	 55A	 and	 56A	 crystallize	 in	 the	 same	 space	 group,	 with	 similar	
hydrophilic	 and	 hydrophobic	 regions	 in	 the	 structures.	 	 In	 comparison	 to	 its	
sulfinate	counterpart	[55A]	the	aromatic	rings	in	the	sulfonate	derivative	56A	
are	almost	perpendicular	 relative	 to	each	other	 (82°),	presumably	 in	order	 to	
facilitate	interactions	to	the	additional	strong	hydrogen	bond	acceptor	(S=O)	in	
the	sulfonate	moiety	(Figure	53).		There	is	also	an	additional	C-H···O=S	bond	from	




















56M)	 display	 a	 similar	 system	 of	 intermolecular	 N-H···O=S	 hydrogen	 bonds,	
creating	 strongly	defined	hydrophilic	 and	hydrophobic	 segregation	within	 the	











Additional	 interactions	 are	 observed	 as	 short	 contacts	 along	 with	 those	


































































were	 directed	 toward	 preparation	 of	 pure	 samples	 of	 the	 sulfinate/sulfonate	
salts	 by	 dissolution	 of	 the	 parent	 sulfinamide	 in	 aqueous	 ethanol	 at	 room	
temperature	open	to	the	air,	and	allowing	the	solution	to	stir	for	a	period	of	1	





product	 was	 observed	 after	 1	 week	 in	 the	 cases	 of	 55A,	 55I	 and	 56F.	 	 Full	
characterisation	of	these	materials	was	successfully	performed	with	removal	of	
the	 water	 under	 reduced	 pressure	 with	 ether	 as	 an	 azeotrope,	 followed	 by	
analysis	via	NMR	in	CDCl3.		Evidence	of	molecular	change	was	evident	in	the	NMR	
spectrum	(as	discussed	previously).		
The	 2-bromo	 analogue	 [55C]	 was	 incompletely	 converted	 after	 one	 week	 of	
stirring	in	aqueous	ethanol.		NMR	analysis	of	the	1	week	sample	determined	that	
50%	of	31C	had	converted	to	the	product	(Figure	64).	 	The	comparison	of	the	




sulfinamide	N-H	protons),	 indicating	50%	conversion	 to	product.	 	 In	 order	 to	

































































































































































































































































































































































molecule,	 which	 was	 postulated	 to	 be	 a	 similar	 salt	 formation	 reaction	 as	
observed	 for	31C.	 	 However,	 the	 sample	was	 not	 pure	 and	 could	 not	 be	 fully	
















































































































































































































the	 structures	 reflect	 that	 observed	 in	 the	 parent	 sulfinamides	 and	 also	 the	
analogous	 sulfonate	 salts	 observed	 in	 the	 literature.	 	 These	 interactions	 have	











The	 cocrystallization	 of	 sulfinamides	 was	 not	 pursued	 due	 to	 the	 observed	




































Proton	 (300	MHz)	NMR	 spectra	were	 recorded	on	 a	Bruker	Avance	300	MHz	
NMR	 spectrometer.	 	 Proton	 (600	 MHz)	 and	 carbon	 (150	 MHz)	 spectra	 were	
recorded	on	a	Bruker	Avance	III	600	MHz	NMR	spectrometer	using	a	5mm	Dual	
C-H	 cryoprobe.	 	 Spectra	 were	 recorded	 at	 room	 temperature	 (~20	 ºC)	 in	
deuterated	 chloroform	 (CDCl3)	 [internally	 referenced	 from	 trimethylsilane	
(TMS)	 chemical	 shift	 reference	 standard	 at	 0.00	 ppm],	 deuterated	
dimethylsulfoxide	 (DMSO-d6)	 [internally	 referenced	 from	 the	 residual	 DMSO	
shift	at	2.50	ppm],	or	deuterated	methanol	(CD3OD)	[internally	referenced	from	
residual	methanol-shift	at	3.31	ppm].		Chemical	shifts	(δH	and	δC)	are	reported	in	
parts	 per	 million	 (ppm)	 relative	 to	 internal	 references	 [CDCl3	 at	 77.16	 ppm,	
DMSO-d6	at	39.52	ppm,	and	CD3OD	at	49.00	ppm].	 	Coupling	constants	(J)	are	





















Nominal	 mass	 spectra	 were	 recorded	 on	 a	 Waters	 Quattro	 Micro	 triple	




using	 50%	water/acetonitrile	 containing	 0.1%	 formic	 acid	 as	 eluent;	 samples	
were	made	up	in	acetonitrile.	
2.6.7	 Treatment	of	Novel	and	Non-novel	Materials	
Novel	 materials	 for	 which	 no	 experimentally-determined	 spectral	 data	 was	
contained	 in	 the	 literature	 were	 fully	 characterised	 using	 proton	 and	 carbon	
NMR,	infrared	spectroscopy,	mass	spectrometry	and	either	high-resolution	mass	
spectrometry	 or	 elemental	 analysis.	 	 Non-novel	materials	 were	 characterised	













1:1(molar( ratio(of(materials.(Where(an(alternative( ratio(was(determined( from(
other( analysis,( neat( grinding( was( repeated( in( 1:2( or( 2:1( molar( ratio,( as(
appropriate.(
2.7.2- Powder-XVray-Diffraction-(PXRD)-
PXRD( data( was( collected( using( either( of( the( following( instruments( and(
parameters:(


























Single( crystal( XSray( data( was( collected( on( either( a( Bruker( APEX( II( DUO(
diffractometer( or( a( Bruker( SMART( X2S( diffractometer102( at( temperatures(
between( 100S300( K( using( graphite( monochromatic( Mo( Kα( (λ( =( 0.71073( Å)(
radiation.((Calculations(were(performed(using(the(APEX2(software(suite.103((The(
structures(were(solved(using(direct(methods(and(refined(on(F2(using(SHELXLS97.(
Analysis( was( undertaken( with( the( SHELX( suite( of( programs( and( diagrams(
prepared(with(Mercury( 3.5.1.45,104( ( All( nonShydrogen( atoms(were( located( and(
refined( with( anisotropic( thermal( parameters,( unless( otherwise( specified.((
Hydrogen( atoms( were( found( and( refined( where( possible;( alternatively,(





performed(with( the( requirement( for( organic(material( results( only( in( all( cases(
(organometallic(results(were(excluded).((In(order(to(search(for(multiScomponent(
































2.8.1	 Attempted	 ‘one-pot’	 Synthesis	 of	 4-methylbenzene	 sulfinamide	
[31Q]11	
Attempted	 synthesis	 of	 4-methylbenzene	 sulfinamide	
[31Q]	 was	 conducted	 according	 to	 the	 procedure	
outlined	by	Harmata	et	 al.11	 	 4-Methylbenzene	 sulfonyl	
chloride	[43]	(0.205	g,	1.0	mmol),	was	added	to	CH2Cl2	(3	
mL)	at	0	°C	in	a	50	mL	round	bottom	flask	equipped	with	a	magnetic	stir	bar.		
With	 vigorous	 stirring,	 a	 solution	 of	 triethylamine	 (0.28	 mL,	 2.0	 mmol),	 and	
triphenylphospine	(0.262	g,	1.0	mmol)	and	aqueous	ammonia	solution	(1.8	M,	
0.55	mL,	1.0	mmol)	in	CH2Cl2	(3	mL)	was	added	dropwise	over	a	period	of	1	h	
with	vigorous	stirring	 in	between	additions.	 	After	addition	was	complete,	 the	
reaction	mixture	was	stirred	for	a	further	30	min.		The	organic	layer	was	washed	












bar.	 30%	Hydrogen	 peroxide	 [37]	 (1.95	mL,	 17.7	
mmol),	and	potassium	iodide	(0.029	g,	0.18	mmol)	













Organic	 extractions	 with	 ethyl	 acetate	 (3	 x	 40	mL)	were	 performed,	 and	 the	






CBr),	 127.2	 (CH,	 2xAromatic-CH),	 128.1	 (CH,	 2xAromatic-CH),	 128.4	 (CH,	











oil	 (4.64	 g,	 91%),	 and	was	 used	without	 further	
purification;	 	Microanalysis:	 	C12H8S2Br2	 requires	
C,	38.32;	H,	2.14,	S,	17.05%,	Found:	C	38.31,	H	2.13,	S,	16.85%;		1H	NMR:	δH	(300	
MHz)	(CDCl3):	7.20	(2H,	t,	J	=	7.91,	2xAr-H),	7.34-7.46	(4H,	m,	4xAr-H),		7.61-7.69	
(2H,	m,	2xAr-H);	 	 13C	NMR:	dc	 (75.5	MHz)	(CDCl3):	123.3	(C,	2xAromatic-CBr),	

















g,	 0.22	mmol),	 and	 ethyl	 acetate	 (67	mL)	
were	 used	 as	 described	 for	 29C.	 	 The	











ethyl	 acetate	 (105	 mL),	 30%	 hydrogen	 peroxide	
[37]	(3.85		mL,	35.0	mmol)	and	potassium	iodide	
(0.058	g,	 0.35	mmol)	were	used	 as	described	 for	
29C.	 	 The	 disulfide,	 29F,	 was	 isolated	 as	 an	 off-
white	solid	(4.561	g,	91%),	and	was	used	without	






















ethyl	 acetate	 (77	 mL),	 30%	 hydrogen	 peroxide	
[37]	(2.85		mL,	25.9	mmol)	and	potassium	iodide	
(0.043	g,	 0.26	mmol)	were	used	 as	described	 for	
29C.		The	disulfide,	29G,		was	isolated	as	an	orange	











mmol),	 ethyl	 acetate	 (65	 mL),	 30%	




and	was	used	without	 further	purification;	 	mp	73-75	°C	(Lit.19	71-73	°C);	 	 1H	
NMR:	δH	 (300	MHz)	(CDCl3):	7.27	(4H,	d,	 J	=	8.8,	4xAr-H),	7.40	(4H,	d,	 J	=	8.8,	
4xAr-H);		13C	NMR:	dc	(75.5	MHz)	(CDCl3):	129.4	(CH,	8xAromatic-CH),	133.8	(C,	
2xAromatic-CCl),	 135.3	 (C,	 2xAromatic-CS);	 	 m/z	 (ESI):	 143	 (35Cl),	 145	 (37Cl)	
(3:1)	(C6H4ClS-)	[(M/2)-];		nmax	(ATR)/cm-1;	1469	(w)	(Aromatic	C=C	bend),	1112,	
















ethyl	 acetate	 (100	 mL),	 30%	 hydrogen	 peroxide	
[37]	 (3.6	 mL,	 30.0	 mmol)	 and	 potassium	 iodide	
(0.055	g,	 	0.33	mmol)	were	used	as	described	for	
29Che	disulfide,	29I,	was	 isolated	as	a	yellow	oil	







7.6,	 2xAromatic-CH),	 131.4	 (CH,	 2xAromatic-CH),	 160.7	 (C,	 d,	 J	 =	 247.4,	









(3.285	 g,	 87%),	 and	 was	 used	 without	 further	
purification;		1H	NMR:	δH	(400	MHz)	(CDCl3):	6.85-6.98	(2H,	m,	2xArH),	7.16-7.32	
(6H,	 m,	 6xArH);	 	 13C	 NMR:	 dc	 (75.5	 MHz)	 (CDCl3):	 114.2	 (CH,	 d,	 J	 =	 25.2,	
2xAromatic-CH),	114.5	 (CH,	d,	 J	=	22.3,	 2xAromatic-CH),	112.8	 (CH,	d,	 J	=	2.9,	
2xAromatic-CH),	 130.6	 (CH,	 d,	 J	 =	 8.4,	 2xAromatic-CH),	 138.9	 (C,	 d,	 J	 =	 7.2,	
2xAromatic-CS),	163.2	(C,	d,	J	=	249.1,	2xAromatic-CF);		m/z	(ESI):	253	[(M-H)-];		
















4-Fluorobenzene	 thiol	 [28K]	 (4.102	g,	32.0	
mmol),	ethyl	acetate	(96	mL),	30%	hydrogen	
peroxide	 [37]	 (3.50	 	 mL,	 31.8	 mmol)	 and	
potassium	iodide	(0.053	g,	0.32	mmol),	were	
used	as	described	for	29Che	disulfide,	29K,	




7.62	 (4H,	d,	 J	 =	8.7)];	 	 13C	NMR:	dc	 (75.5	MHz)	 (CDCl3):	116.4	 (CH,	d,	 J	=	22.4,	






2-Methoxybenzene	 thiol	 [28L]	 (5.132	 g,	 37.9	
mmol),	 ethyl	 acetate	 (114	 mL),	 30%	 hydrogen	
peroxide	[37]	(4.20	mL,	38.2	mmol)	and	potassium	
iodide	 (0.063	 g,	 0.38	 mmol),	 were	 used	 as	
described	for	29C.		The	disulfide,	29L,	was	isolated	
as	an	off-white	solid	(4.79	g,	91%),	and	was	used	
without	 further	purification;	 	mp	119-121	°C	 (Lit.21	118-119	°C);	 	 1H	NMR:	δH	
(300	MHz)	(CDCl3):	3.89	(6H,	s,	2xO-CH3),	6.78-6.97	(4H,	m,	4xAr-H),	7.18	(2H,	
td,	J	=	7.8,	1.6,	2xAr-H),	7.53	(2H,	dd,	J	=	7.8,	1.6,	2xAr-H);		13C	NMR:	dc	(75.5	MHz)	
(CDCl3):	 56.0	 (CH3,	 2xAr-OCH3),	 110.7	 (CH,	 2xAromatic-CH),	 121.5	 (CH,	


















3-Methoxybenzene	 thiol	 [28M]	 (5.108	 g,	 36.4	









(CH,	 2xAromatic-CH),	 130.0	 (CH,	 2xAromatic-CH),	 138.4	 (C,	 2xAromatic-CS),	

































	3-Methylbenzene	 thiol	 [28P]	 (2.302	 g,	 18.5	
mmol),	 ethyl	 acetate	 (56	 mL),	 30%	 hydrogen	
peroxide	 [37]	 	 (2.05	 mL,	 18.6	 mmol)	 and	
potassium	iodide	(0.031	g,	0.19	mmol)	were	used	
as	 described	 for	 29C.	 	 The	 disulfide,	 29P,	 was	
isolated	 as	 a	 yellow	oil	 (2.045	 g,	 90%),	 and	was	










4-Methylbenzene	 thiol	 [28Q]	 (1.512	 g,	
12.2	mmol),	 ethyl	 acetate	 (37	mL),	 	 30%	
hydrogen	 peroxide	 [37]	 (1.34	 mL,	 12.2	
mmol)	 and	 potassium	 iodide	 (0.020	 g,		































24.6	mmol)	was	 added	 to	 the	 stirring	 solution,	 at	which	 time	a	bright	orange	
colour	gradually	became	apparent	(over	2-5	min).		The	reaction	was	allowed	to	
warm	slowly	to	room	temperature	and	reaction	progress	was	monitored	via	TLC	
for	 the	 disappearance	 of	 the	 disulfide	 band.	 	 The	 reaction	 mixture	 was	
transferred	to	a	separatory	funnel	and	a	further	portion	of	CH2Cl2	(41	mL)	was	
added.	 	 The	 organic	mixture	was	washed	with	 saturated	 sodium	 bicarbonate	
solution	(3	x	45	mL),	and	water	(45	mL),	and	dried	(magnesium	sulfate).	 	The	
solvent	was	 removed	 under	 reduced	 pressure.	 	 The	 sulfinate	 ester,	30A,	was	
isolated	 as	 a	 colourless	 oil	 (1.567	 g,	 61%),	 and	 was	 used	 without	 further	
purification;		1H	NMR:	δH	(300	MHz)	(CDCl3):	3.49	(3H,	s,	S-OCH3),	7.51-7.61	(3H,	







(CH3,	 S-OCH3),	 125.5	 (CH,	 2xAromatic-CH),	 129.2	 (CH,	 2xAromatic-CH),	 132.4	
(CH,	Aromatic-CH),	144.0	(C,	Aromatic-CS);	 	nmax	(ATR)/cm-1:	1124	(S=O),	958	




Dibenzyl	 disulfide	 [29B]	 (1.462	 g,	 5.93	 mmol),	
methanol	 (30	 mL),	 CH2Cl2	 (30	 mL),	 and	 N-
bromosuccinimide	 [46]	 (3.168	 g,	 17.8	 mmol)	 were	




(CH3,	 S-OCH3),	 64.1	 (CH2,	 Aromatic-CH2),	 128.4	 (CH,	 Aromatic-CH),	 128.8	 (C,	






2-Bromobenzene	 disulfide	 [29C]	 (2.755	 g,	 7.3	 mmol),	
methanol	 (35	 mL),	 CH2Cl2	 (35	 mL)	 and	
N-bromosuccinimide	[46]	(3.911	g,	21.9	mmol)	were	used	
as	described	for	30A.		Column	chromatography	on	silica	gel	
















(ESI):	 235	 (79Br),	 237	 (81Br)	 (1:1)	 [(M+H)+],	 257	 (79Br),	 259	 (81Br)	 (1:1)	
[(M+Na)+];	 	HRMS	(ESI):	Exact	mass	calculated	 for	C7H8O2SBr	(79Br)	[(M+H)+]:	




3-Bromobenzene	 disulfide	 [29D]	 (3.872	 g,	 10.3	 mmol),	


































235	 (79Br),	 237	 (81Br)	 (1:1)	 [(M+H)+];	 	HRMS	 (ESI);	Exact	mass	 calculated	 for	
C7H8O2SBr	(79Br)	[(M+H)+]	234.9428,	Found	234.9428;	 	nmax	(ATR)/cm-1;	1129	






2-Chlorobenzene	 disulfide	 [29F]	 (2.359	 g,	 8.3	 mmol),	
methanol	 (41	 mL),	 CH2Cl2	 (42	 mL)	 and	
N-bromosuccinimide	[46]	(4.431	g,	24.9	mmol)	were	used	
as	described	 for	30A.	 	 Column	chromatography	on	 silica	
gel	(CH2Cl2	eluent)	afforded	the	sulfinate	ester,	30F,	as	a	
colourless	 oil	 (2.561	 g,	 81%);	 	 1H	 NMR:	 δH	 (300	 MHz)	 (CDCl3):	 3.59	 (3H,	 s,	
S-OCH3),	7.41-7.55	(3H,	m,	3xAr-H),	7.90-7.98	(1H,	m,	Ar-H);		13C	NMR:	dc	(75.5	
MHz)	(CDCl3):	51.4	(C,	S-OCH3),	126.8,	127.3,	130.5	(CH,	3xAromatic-CH),	132.8	
(C,	 Aromatic-CCl),	 133.6	 (CH,	 Aromatic-CH),	 141.1	 (C,	 Aromatic-CS);	 	 nmax	




3-Chlorobenzene	 disulfide	 [29G]	 (2.978	 g,	 10.4	 mmol),		
methanol	 (51	 mL),	 CH2Cl2	 (50	 mL),	 and	
N-bromosuccinimide	[46]	(5.561	g,	31.2	mmol)	were	used	
as	described	for	30A.		Column	chromatography	on	silica	gel	
(CH2Cl2	 eluent)	 afforded	 the	 sulfinate	 ester,	 30G,	 as	 a	
colourless	 oil	 (2.230	 g,	 56%);	 	 1H	 NMR:	 δH	 (300	 MHz)	
(CDCl3):	3.51	(3H,	s,	S-OCH3),	7.45-7.62	(3H,	m,	3x	Ar-H),	7.67-7.73	(1H,	m,	Ar-
H);		13C	NMR:	dc	(75.5	MHz)	(CDCl3):	50.0	(C,	S-OCH3),	123.7,	125.7,	130.5,	132.5	




















4-Chlorobenzene	 disulphide	 [29H]	 (2.509	 g,	 8.8	
mmol),	 methanol	 (44	 mL),	 CH2Cl2	 (44	 mL)	 and	 N-
bromosuccinimide	 [46]	 (4.682	 g,	 26.3	 mmol)	 were	
used	as	described	for	30A.		Column	chromatography	
on	 silica	 gel	 (90:10	 hexane/ethyl	 acetate	 eluent)	
afforded	the	sulfinate	ester,	30H,	as	a	yellow	oil	(2.982	g,	89%);		1H	NMR:	δH	(300	
MHz)	(CDCl3):	3.49	(3H,	s,	S-OCH3),	7.49-7.59	(2H,	m,	2xAr-H),	7.61-7.69	(2H,	m,	
2xAr-H);	 13C	 NMR:	 dc	 (75.5	 MHz)	 (CDCl3):	 49.9	 (C,	 S-OCH3),	 127.1	 (CH,	
2xAromatic-CH),	129.8	(CH,	2xAromatic-CH),	138.8	(C,	Aromatic-CCl),	142.6	(C,	







2-Fluorobenzene	disulfide	 [29I]	 (3.266	g,	12.8	mmol)	 in	
methanol	 (60	 mL),	 CH2Cl2	 (60	 mL),	 and	
N-bromosuccinimide	[46]	(6.849	g,	38.5	mmol),	were	used	
as	described	for	30A.	 	Column	chromatography	on	silica	
gel	 (CH2Cl2	eluent)	afforded	 the	sulfinate	ester,	30I,	 as	a	
















d,	 J	=	7.8,	Aromatic-CH),	160.0	 (C,	 d,	 J	=	252.0,	Aromatic-CF);	 	m/z	 (ESI):	 175	
[(M+H)+],	 197	 [(M+Na)+];	 	 HRMS	 (ESI):	 Exact	 mass	 calculated	 for	 C7H8O2SF	




3-Fluorobenzene	 disulfide	 [29J]	 (0.942	 g,	 3.7	 mmol),	
methanol	 (37	 mL),	 CH2Cl2	 (37	 mL)	 and	
N-bromosuccinimide	[46]	(1.98	g,	11.1	mmol)	were	used	as	
described	for	30A.		The	sulfinate	ester,	30J,	was	isolated	as	






(ESI):	 175	 [(M+H)+],	 197	 [(M+Na)+];	 	 HRMS	 (ESI):	 Exact	 mass	 calculated	 for	





4-Fluorobenzene	 disulfide	 [29K]	 (3.26	 g,	 12.8	mmol),	
methanol	 (65	 mL),	 CH2Cl2	 (65	 mL),	 and	

























methanol	 (67	 mL),	 CH2Cl2	 (67	 mL),	 and	
N-bromosuccinimide	[46]	(7.151	g,	40.2	mmol)	were	used	
as	described	 for	30A.	 	Column	chromatography	on	silica	








[Lit.14	 49.8,	 55.5,	 111.1,	 120.2,	 125.5	 (2xC),	 133.6,	 157.1];	 	 m/z	 (ESI):	 187	
[(M+H)+],	 209	 [(M+Na)+];	 	 HRMS	 (ESI):	 Exact	 mass	 calculated	 for	 C8H11O3S	
[(M+H)+]	 187.0429,	 Found	 187.0422;	 	 nmax	 (ATR)/cm-1;	 1476	 (Aromatic	 C=C	
bend),	1273	(C-O),	1124	(S=O),	1118	(C-O),	1017,	962	(S-O),	795,	756,	671;		[Lit.14	
3009,	2975,	1737,	1436].		The	spectral	characteristics	recorded	are	in	agreement	












methanol	 (67	 mL),	 CH2Cl2	 (67	 mL),	 and	
N-bromosuccinimide	[46]	(6.082	g,	34.2	mmol)	were	used	
as	described	 for	30A.	 	Column	chromatography	on	silica	




13C	NMR:	dc	 (75.5	MHz)	 (CDCl3):	49.8	 (C,	S-OCH3),	55.7	 (CH3,	Ar-OCH3),	109.8,	
117.8,	 118.9,	 130.3	 (CH,	 4xAromatic-CH),	 145.5	 (C,	 Aromatic-CS),	 160.4	 (CH,	
Aromatic-COCH3);		m/z	(ESI):	187	[(M+H)+],	209	[(M+Na)+];		HRMS	(ESI):	Exact	
mass	 calculated	 for	 C8H11O3S	 [(M+H)+]	 187.0429,	 Found	 187.0429;	 	 nmax	




4-Methoxybenzene	 disulfide	 [29N]	 (2.583	 g,	 9.3	
mmol),	methanol	(47	mL),	CH2Cl2	(46	mL),	and	N-
bromosuccinimide	[46]	(4.962	g,	27.9	mmol)	were	





49.4	 (C,	 S-OCH3),	55.7	 (CH3,	Ar-OCH3),	114.6	 (CH,	2xAromatic-CH),	127.4	 (CH,	
2xAromatic-CH),	 135.7	 (C,	 Aromatic-CS),	 162.9	 (CH,	 Aromatic-COCH3);	 	 m/z	





















2-Methylbenzene	 disulfide	 [29O]	 (1.792	 g,	 7.3	 mmol),	
methanol	 (37	 mL),	 CH2Cl2	 (36	 mL),	 and	
N-bromosuccinimide	[46]	(3.879	g,	21.8	mmol)	were	used	
as	described	 for	30A.	 	Column	chromatography	on	silica	
gel	 (CH2Cl2eluent)	afforded	 the	sulfinate	ester,	30O,	 as	a	
pale	yellow	oil	(1.768	g,	71%);		1H	NMR:	δH	(300	MHz)	(CDCl3):	2.49	(3H,	s,	Ar-
CH3),	3.48	(3H,	s,	S-OCH3),	7.21-7.29	(1H,	m,	Ar-H),	7.35-7.46	(2H,	m,	2xAr-H),	







3-Methylbenzene	 disulfide	 [29P]	 (3.200	 g,	 12.9	 mmol),	






Ar-H),	 7.46-7.56	 (2H,	m,	2xAr-H);	 13C	NMR:	dc	 (75.5	MHz)	 (CDCl3):	 21.5	 (CH3,	


















4-Methylbenzene	 disulfide	 [29Q]	 (1.565	 g,	 6.4	
mmol),	methanol	 (32	mL),	 CH2Cl2	 (32	mL),	 and	N-
bromosuccinimide	 [46]	 (3.40	 g,	 19.1	 mmol)	 were	
used	as	described	for	30A.		Column	chromatography	




OCH3),	 125.5	 (CH,	 2xAromatic-CH),	 129.9	 (CH,	 2xAromatic-CH),	 141.1	 (C,	






Attempted	 synthesis	 of	 methyl	 2-nitrobenzene	 sulfinate	




as	 described	 for	 30A.	 	 Additional	 CH2Cl2	 (20	 mL)	 was	 required	 to	 achieve	


















Synthesis	 of	methyl	 2-nitrobenzene	 sulfinate	 [30R]	 was	
performed	 using	 a	 modified	 version	 of	 the	 procedure	
outlined	 by	 Brownbridge	 and	 Jowett.15	 	 2-Nitrophenyl	
disulfide	[29R]	(0.423	g,	1.37	mmol),	was	dissolved	in	THF	










Attempted	 synthesis	 of	 methyl	 2-nitrobenzene	 sulfinate	
[30R]	 was	 performed	 using	 the	 method	 outlined	 by	
Meyers	and	Resek.32		2-Nitrophenyl	disulfide	[29R]	(0.300	
g,	0.97	mmol),	was	stirred	 in	a	solution	of	methanol	 (30	






















3-Nitrophenyl	 disulfide	 [29S]	 (3.108	 g,	 10.1	 mmol),	







s,	S-OCH3),	7.33-8.68	 (4H,	m)];	 	 13C	NMR:	dc	 (75.5	MHz)	 (CDCl3):	50.8	 (CH3,	S-
OCH3),	121.0,	127.0,	130.5,	131.3	(CH,	4xAromatic-CH),	146.8	(C,	Aromatic-CS),	
148.8	(C,	Aromatic-CNO2);	 	m/z	(ESI):	202	[(M+H)+];	 	HRMS	(ESI):	Exact	mass	






methanol	 (32	 mL),	 CH2Cl2	 (64	 mL),	 and	
N-bromosuccinimide	 [46]	 (3.459	 g,	 19.4	 mmol)	
were	 used	 as	 described	 for	 30A.	 	 Column	




50.8	 (CH3,	 S-OCH3),	 124.4	 (CH,	 2xAromatic-CH),	 127.0	 (CH,	 2xAromatic-CH),	
150.4	 (C,	 Aromatic-CNO2),	 150.5	 (C,	 Aromatic-CS);	 	 nmax	 (ATR)/cm-1:	 1533	
(Aromatic	C=C	bend),	1344	(N=O),	1313,	1144	(w)	(S=O),	1050,	999	(S-O),	849,	























was	 cooled	 to	 approximately	 -80	 °C	 and	 lithium	 bis(trimethyl	 silyl)	 amide	
solution	 (LiHMDS,	47),	 (1.0	 M	 in	 THF)	 (14.5	mL,	 14.5	mmol)	 was	 added	 via	
syringe.	 After	 15	min,	 the	 flask	was	 removed	 from	 the	 cooling	 bath	 and	was	
allowed	to	warm	to	room	temperature	over	45	min	with	stirring,	during	which	









m,	 2xAr-H);	 13C	 NMR:	 dc	 (75.5	 MHz)	 (DMSO-d6):	 125.3	 (CH,	 2xAromatic-CH),	
128.6	 (CH,	 2xAromatic-CH),	 130.2	 (CH,	 Aromatic-CH)	 148.2	 (C,	 Aromatic-CS);		
m/z	(ESI):	142	[(M+H)+];		nmax	(ATR)/cm-1:	3323,	3204	(w)	(N-H	Stretches),	1520	
















mmol)	was	added	dropwise	via	syringe.	 	After	15	min,	 the	 flask	was	removed	













mmol)	was	added	dropwise	via	syringe.	 	After	15	min,	 the	 flask	was	removed	



















Methyl	 2-bromobenzene	 sulfinate	 [30C]	 (1.9721	 g,	 8.4	
mmol),	THF	(35	mL),	LiHMDS	[47]	 (1.0	M	 in	THF,	10.9	
mL,	 10.9	mmol),	 and	 sat.	 NH4Cl	 (15	mL)	were	 used	 as	
described	for	31A.		Column	chromatography	on	silica	gel	
(40:60	 hexane:ethyl	 acetate	 eluent)	 afforded	 the	 pure	




125.5,	 128.1,	 132.3,	 133.0	 (CH,	 4xAromatic-CH)	 147.1	 (C,	 Aromatic-CS);	 	m/z	
(ESI):	220	(79Br),	222	(81Br)	(1:1)	[(M+H)+];		HRMS	(ESI):	Exact	mass	calculated	
for	 C6H7BrNOS	 (79Br)	 [(M+H)+]	 219.9432,	 Found	 219.9423,	 C6H7BrNOS	 (81Br)	
[(M+H)+]	 221.9411,	 Found	 221.9401;	 	nmax	 (ATR)/cm-1:	 3323,	 3167	 (w)	 (N-H	
Stretches),	1005	(S=O),	756,	661.			
Colourless	 plate	 crystals	 of	 31C	were	 obtained	 from	 dissolution	 of	 the	 pure	
product	 in	dry	 ethanol	 and	 slow	evaporation	of	 solvent	 in	 a	dessicator	under	


























Ar-H),	7.59-7.61	(1H,	m,	Ar-H);	 	 13C	NMR:	dc	 (75.5	MHz)	(DMSO-d6):	121.8	(C,	
Aromatic-CBr),	 124.7,	 127.8,	 130.9,	 133.0	 (CH,	 4xAromatic-CH),	 150.7	 (C,	
Aromatic-CS);	 	m/z	 (ESI):	220	 (79Br),	222	 (81Br)	 (1:1)	 [(M+H)+];	 	HRMS	(ESI):	
Exact	 mass	 calculated	 for	 C6H7BrNOS	 (79Br)	 [(M+H)+]	 219.9432,	 Found	





















[(M+H)+];	 	HRMS	 (ESI):	 Exact	mass	 calculated	 for	 C6H7BrNOS	 (79Br)	 [(M+H)+]	










alternative	 NMR	 solvent	 (DMSO-d6	 vs	 CDCl3),	 and	 a	 higher	 level	 of	 peak	
resolution	in	this	work.			
Colourless	plates	of	31E	were	obtained	from	a	mixture	of	approximately	85:15	








Methyl	 2-chlorobenzene	 sulfinate	 [30F]	 (2.062	 g,	 10.8	
mmol),	THF	(40	mL),	LiHMDS	[47]	 (1.0	M	 in	THF,	14.0	
mL,	 14.0	mmol),	 and	 sat.	 NH4Cl	 (20	mL)	were	 used	 as	
described	 for	 31A.	 	 The	 pure	 sulfinamide,	 31F,	 was	
isolated	 without	 further	 purification	 as	 a	 cream	 solid	





for	 C6H7ClNOS	 (35Cl)	 [(M+H)+]	 175.9937,	 Found	 175.9938;	 	 nmax	 (ATR)/cm-1:	
3330,	 3218	 (w)	 (N-H	Stretches),	 1058	 (Aromatic	C-Cl),	 1010	 (S=O),	 763,	 732,	














Methyl	 3-chlorobenzene	 sulfinate	 [30G]	 (1.846	 g,	 9.7	
mmol),	THF	(40	mL),	LiHMDS	[47]	(1.0	M	in	THF,	12.6	mL,	
12.6	 mmol),	 and	 sat.	 NH4Cl	 (20	 mL)	 were	 used	 as	
described	 for	 31A.	 	 The	 pure	 sulfinamide,	 31G,	 was	
isolated	 without	 further	 purification	 as	 a	 cream	 solid	
(1.545	g,	91%);		mp	131-133	°C;		1H	NMR:	δH	(300	MHz)	
(DMSO-d6):	6.41	(2H,	br	s,	NH2),	7.52-7.68	(4H,	m,	4xAr-H);	 	13C	NMR:	dc	(75.5	
MHz)	 (DMSO-d6):	 124.3,	 125.0,	 130.2,	 130.7	 (CH,	 4xAromatic-CH),	 133.4	 (C,	
Aromatic-CCl),	 150.6	 (C,	Aromatic-CS);	 	m/z	 (ESI):	176	 (35Cl),	 178	 (37Cl)	 (3:1)	
[(M+H)+];	 	 HRMS	 (ESI):	 Exact	 mass	 calculated	 for	 C7H8ClNOS	 (35Cl)	 [(M+H)+]	














described	 for	31A.	 	 The	 pure	 sulfinamide,	31H,	 was	
isolated	without	further	purification	as	a	yellow	solid	
















(ESI):	 176	 (35Cl),	 178	 (37Cl)	 [(M+H)+];	 	HRMS	 (ESI):	 Exact	mass	 calculated	 for	














(ESI):	 160	 [(M+H)+],	 182	 [(M+Na)+];	 	 HRMS	 (ESI):	 Exact	 mass	 calculated	 for	
C6H7FNOS	[(M+H)+]	160.0232,	Found	160.0228;	 	nmax	 (ATR)/cm-1:	3335,	3186	


































































Methyl	 2-methoxybenzene	 sulfinate	 [30L]	 (1.776	g,	 9.6	
mmol),	THF	(45	mL),	LiHMDS	[47]	 (1.0	M	 in	THF,	12.5	
mL,	 12.5	mmol),	 and	 sat.	 NH4Cl	 (25	mL)	were	 used	 as	
described	for	31A.		Column	chromatography	on	silica	gel	






Aromatic-CS),	 156.3	 (C,	 Aromatic-COCH3);	 	 m/z	 (ESI):	 172	 [(M+H)+],	 194	
[(M+Na)+];	 	 nmax	 (ATR)/cm-1:	 3265,	 3182	 (w)	 (N-H	 stretches),	 1590	 (w)	
(Aromatic	C=C	bend),	1477	(Aromatic	C=C	bend),	1271	(C-O),	1241,	1033	(S=O),	


















Methyl	 3-methoxybenzene	 sulfinate	 [30M]	 (1.226	 g,	 6.8	
mmol),	THF	(35	mL),	LiHMDS	[47]	(1.0	M	in	THF,	8.8	mL,	
8.8	mmol),	and	sat.	NH4Cl	(20	mL)	were	used	as	described	
for	 31A.	 	 Column	 chromatography	 on	 silica	 gel	 (10:90	
hexane:ethyl	 acetate	 eluent)	 afforded	 the	 pure	
sulfinamide,	31M,	as	an	orange	solid	(0.782	g,	67%);		mp	
84-86	°C;	 	1H	NMR:	δH	(300	MHz)	(DMSO-d6):	3.81	(3H,	s,	CH3),	6.24	(2H,	br	s,	
NH2),	 7.03-7.09	 (1H,	 m,	 Ar-H),	 7.17-7.25	 (2H,	 m,	 2xAr-H),	 7.41-7.48	 (1H,	 m,	
Ar-H);	 	 13C	NMR:	dc	 (75.5	MHz)	(DMSO-d6):	55.4	(CH3,	Ar-OCH3),	110.2,	116.2,	
117.5,	129.8	(CH,	4xAromatic-CH),	149.8	(C,	Aromatic-CS),	159.4	(C,	Aromatic-
COCH3);	 	 m/z	 (ESI):	 172	 [(M+H)+],	 194	 [(M+Na)+];	 	 HRMS	 (ESI):	 Exact	 mass	
calculated	 for	C7H9NO2S	[M+H]+,	172.0432	Found	172.0427;	 	nmax	 (ATR)/cm-1;	

































Ar-OCCH3);	 	 m/z	 (ESI):	 172	 [(M+H)+];	 	 nmax	 (ATR)/cm-1:	 3276,	 3159	 (N-H	
Stretches),	3067	(Aromatic	C-H),	2939	(Alkyl	C-H),	1590	(Aromatic	C=C	bend),	
1489	 (Aromatic	 C=C	 bend),	 1471	 (Aromatic	 C=C	 bend),	 1452	 (Aromatic	 C=C	
bend),	 1244	 (C-O),	 1025	 (S=O),	 824.	 	 13C	NMR	data	 is	 in	 agreement	with	 that	










Methyl	 2-methylbenzene	 sulfinate	 [30O]	 (1.768	 g,	 10.4	
mmol),	THF	(40	mL),	LiHMDS	[47]	(1.0	M	in	THF,	13.5	mL,	
13.5	mmol),	and	sat.	NH4Cl	(20	mL)	were	used	as	described	






















Methyl	 3-methylbenzene	 sulfinate	 [30P]	 (2.515	 g,	 14.8	
mmol),	THF	(60	mL),	LiHMDS	[47]	(1.0	M	in	THF,	19.2	mL,	
19.2	 mmol),	 and	 sat.	 NH4Cl	 (30	 mL)	 were	 used	 as	
described	 for	 31A.	 	 The	 pure	 sulfinamide,	 31P,	 was	
isolated	 without	 further	 purification	 as	 a	 cream	 solid	






























(DMSO-d6):	 20.8	 (CH3,	 Aromatic-CH3),	 125.4	 (CH,	 2xAromatic-CH),	 129.2	 (CH,	
2xAromatic-CH),	140.0	(C,	Aromatic-CCH3),	145.2	(C,	Aromatic-CS)	[Lit.37	125.6,	










Methyl	 3-nitrobenzene	 sulfinate	 [30S]	 (2.541	 g,	 12.7	
mmol),	THF	(50	mL),	LiHMDS	[47]	 (1.0	M	 in	THF,	16.8	
mL,	 16.8	mmol),	 and	 sat.	 NH4Cl	 (30	mL)	were	 used	 as	
described	 for	 31A.	 	 The	 pure	 sulfinamide,	 31S,	 was	
isolated	without	 further	purification	as	 an	orange	 solid	






Exact	mass	 calculated	 for	C6H7N2O3S	[M+H]+,	187.0177	Found	187.0174;	 	nmax	
(ATR)/cm-1:	 3272,	 3193	 (w)	 (N-H	 stretches),	 3075	 (w)	 (Aromatic	 C-H),	 1524	
(Aromatic	 C=C	 bend),	 1348	 (NO2),	 1065,	 1034	 (S=O),	 999,	 810,	 692.	 	 Slight	

























(4H,	 AA	 ‘BB’	 system)];	 	 13C	 NMR:	 dc	 (75.5	 MHz)	 (DMSO-d6):	 123.8	 (CH,	
2xAromatic-CH),	127.1	 (CH,	2xAromatic-CH),	148.7	 (C,	Aromatic-CNO2),	 155.0	
(C,	Aromatic-CS);		m/z	(ESI):	187	[(M+H)+];		HRMS	(ESI):	Exact	mass	calculated	
for	C6H7N2O3S	[M+H]+,	187.0177	Found	187.0171;		nmax	(ATR)/cm-1:	3324,	3204	
(N-H	 stretches),	 3094	 (Aromatic	 C-H),	 1520	 (Aromatic	 C=C	 bend),	 1475	
(Aromatic	 C=C	 bend),	 1338	 (NO2),	 1037	 (S=O),	 852,	 721,	 683.	 13C	 NMR	 is	 in	
agreement	with	that	previously	reported.14			





















1( week.( ( The( resulting( solution( was( reduced( in(






Found( 141.0011;( ( νmax( (ATR)/cmS1:( 3418( (w),( 3353( (w),( 3182( (w)( (NSH(
Stretches),(3053((w)((Aromatic(CSH),(1455,(1441((Aromatic(C=C(bends),(1036,(
1016((S=O),(956((SSO),(759,(700;((Colourless(block(crystals(of(55A-were(obtained(
by( dissolution( of( benzene( sulfinamide( [31A]( in( dry( ethanol( followed( by(
evaporation( of( solvent( to( dryness( at( room( temperature( under( a( nitrogen(
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Dissolution( of(31A- in( bulk( methanol( followed( by(
evaporation(to(dryness(at(room(temperature(in(air(
resulted( in( orange( plate( crystals( of- 56A.- -A( pure(
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2SBromobenzene( sulfinamide( [31C]( (0.1031( g,( 0.50(
mmol)( was( stirred( in( 80%( aqueous( ethanol( for( a(






(ESI):( 219( (79Br)( (C6H4BrO2SS)( [(MSNH4)S],( 221( (81Br)( (C6H4BrO2SS)( [(MSNH4)S](
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2-Chlorobenzene	 sulfinamide	 [31F]	 (0.1079	 g,	 0.6	
mmol)	 was	 stirred	 in	 80%	 aqueous	 ethanol	 for	 a	
period	of	1	week.		The	resulting	solution	was	reduced	
in	 vacuo	 to	 quantitatively	 yield	 the	 desired	 product,	
56F;		mp	163-165	°C;		1H	NMR:	δH	(300	MHz)	(CD3OD):	
7.29-7.44	 (3H,	m,	 3xAr-H),	 7.81-7.90	 (1H,	m,	 Ar-H);	 	 13C	NMR:	dc	 (75.5	MHz)	
(CD3OD):	125.2,	128.3,	130.6,	131.8	(CH,	4xAromatic	C-H),	133.5	(C,	Aromatic	C-
Cl),	153.7	(C,	Aromatic	C-S);		m/z	(ESI):	191	(35Cl)	(C6H4SO2Cl-)	[(M-NH4)-],	193	
(37Cl)	 (C6H4SO2Cl-)	 [(M-NH4)-]	 (3:1);	 	 HRMS	 (ESI):	 Exact	 mass	 calculated	 for	















2-Fluorobenzene	 sulfinamide	 [31I]	 (0.1017	 g,	 0.7	
mmol)	 was	 stirred	 in	 80%	 aqueous	 ethanol	 for	 a	
period	of	1	week.		The	resulting	solution	was	reduced	






















White	 plate	 crystals	 of	 55I	were	 obtained	 by	 dissolution	 of	 2-fluorobenzene	









2-Methoxybenzene	 sulfinamide	 [31L]	 (0.1201	 g,	 0.7	
mmol)	was	stirred	in	80%	aqueous	ethanol	for	a	period	
of	 3	 weeks	 with	 weekly	 withdrawal	 of	 aliquots	 for	
periodic	NMR	analysis	in	CD3OD.		An	analytically	pure	
sample	of	56L	could	not	be	obtained,	however	1H	peaks	
could	 be	 identified	 in	 the	 NMR	 spectrum,	 and	 the	 characteristic	 mass	 was	
identified;		1H	NMR:	δH	(300	MHz)	(CD3OD):	3.89	(3H,	s,	Ar-COH3),	6.87-7.00	(1H,	
m,	Ar-H),	7.07	(1H,	d,	J	=	8.3,	Ar-H),	7.36-7.48	(1H,	m,	Ar-H),	7.84	(1H,	dd.	J	=	7.8,	
1.8,	 Ar-H);	 	 m/z	 (ESI):	 187	 (C7H7SO4-)	 [(M-NH4)-];	 	 HRMS	 (ESI):	 Exact	 mass	
calculated	for	C7H7O4S	[M-NH4]-,	187.0065	Found	187.0065.			
	
Colourless	 needle	 crystals	 of	 56L	 were	 obtained	 by	 dissolution	 of	 2-



























P21/c,	 a	 =	14.965(4)	Å,	 b	=	6.6644(18)	Å,	 c	 =	9.909(3)	Å,	b	 =	99.333(7)°,	V	 =	
975.2(5)	Å3,	Z	=	4,	Dc	=	1.398	cm-3,	F000	=	432,	Mo	Ka	radiation,	l	=	0.71073	Å,	T	=	





2-Methylbenzene	 sulfinamide	 [31O]	 (0.1076	 g,	 0.7	
mmol)	 was	 stirred	 in	 80%	 aqueous	 ethanol	 for	 a	
period	of	3	weeks	with	weekly	withdrawal	of	aliquots	
for	periodic	NMR	analysis	in	CD3OD.		A	pure	sample	of	
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(as	 extracted	 from	willow	bark)	 is	 credited	 to	 the	Reverend	Edward	 Stone	 in	
1763.2		Aspirin	[57]	[acetylsalicylic	acid]	was	synthesised	in	1897	by	Hoffman,	
and	has	since	become	‘the	most	popular	painkiller	in	the	world’.2		Salsalate	[58],	
the	 generic	name	 for	2-(2-hydroxybenzoyl)oxybenzoic	 acid,	 is	 a	 non-steroidal	
anti-inflammatory	drug	(NSAID)	of	the	salicylate	class.		It	is	derived	from	the	self	
































that	 it	 bypasses	 gastric	 absorption	 and	 so	 has	 significantly	 reduced	 effect	 on	
important	prostaglandins,	leading	to	reduced	GI	damage.6		This	means	that	58	is	
an	attractive	option	 for	patients	 that	 require	extended	NSAID	 treatment.	 	The	
rate	 of	 metabolism	 of	 58	 to	 59	 determines	 its	 efficacy	 as	 a	 treatment.4	 	 A	
significant	portion	of	the	API	passes	through	the	body	unchanged;	up	to	13%	of	
the	ingested	medication	is	excreted	as	the	glucoronide	conjugate	of	the	parent	
material	 via	 the	 kidneys.7	 	 This	 means	 that	 less	 of	 the	 active	 form	 of	 the	
compound	is	available	for	pharmaceutical	effect.			
58	has	recently	been	investigated	for	the	treatment	of	diabetes,	because	it	leads	
to	 insulin	 sensitisation	 and	 glycemic	 improvement	 (reduced	 blood-glucose	
levels),	with	little	side-effects;8	and	has	shown	promise	in	reducing	tau	levels	via	
inhibition	of	acetyltransferase	p300-induced	tau	acetylation	in	mice.		Tau	levels	
are	 associated	 with	 progression	 of	 neurodegenerative	 diseases	 such	 as	
Alzheimer’s	 disease	 and	 frontotemporal	 dementia.9	 	 This	 research	 is	 opening	
new	avenues	for	the	full	potential	of	salsalate	as	a	treatment,	and	since	salsalate	
is	 administered	 as	 a	 solid	 material,	 creating	 a	 requirement	 for	 a	 full	
understanding	of	the	behaviour	of	this	material	in	the	solid	state.	
3.1.1	 Salsalate	in	the	Solid	State	
A	 search	 of	 the	 CSD10	 yields	 two	 crystal	 structures	 for	 58,	 WOQDAH11	
(monoclinic	 space	 group	 Cc)	 and	 WOQDAH013	 (orthorhombic	 space	 group	

















a	 83.16	 9.17	Å	 83.86	 9.16	Å	
b	 83.16	 9.17	Å	 83.86	 9.16	Å	
c	 241.18	 15.53	Å	 242.2	 15.57	Å	
a	 -41.01	 106.7°	 -41.87	 107.0°	
b	 -41.01	 106.7°	 -41.87	 107.0°	







hydrogen	 bond	 to	 the	 acid	 carbonyl	 and	 the	 ester	 oxygen.3	 	 The	 major	











































Form	 I	 without	 the	 rotational	 disorder	 observed	 in	 both	 WOQDAH	 and	




















in	 the	 literature,	 and	 so	 it	was	 considered	 prudent	 to	 conduct	 a	 polymorphic	
screen	to	investigate	if	another	stable	or	metastable	crystal	structure	existed	for	
the	 material.	 	 Methanol,	 ethanol,	 acetone,	 ethyl	 acetate,	 acetonitrile,	 hexane,	
tetrahydrofuran,	dichloromethane,	chloroform	and	water	were	used	for	testing.		
Approximately	 0.05	 g	 of	 58	 was	 added	 to	 a	 12	 mm	 glass	 sample	 vial,	 with	
approximately	 5	mL	 of	 the	 relevant	 solvent.	 	 Each	 sample	was	 capped	 and	 a	
pinhole	 added	 to	 allow	 complete	 evaporation	 of	 the	 solvent	 over	 2-3	 weeks.		
Screening	was	performed	using	IR	and	SCXRD	(Table	2).	
Table	2:	Results	of	polymorphic	screen	
Solvent	 Solubility		 nC=O	shift	/	cm-1	 SCXRD	
Acetone	 Soluble	 No	shift	 Form	I	
Acetonitrile	 Soluble	 No	shift	 Form	I	
Chloroform	 Insoluble	 N/A	 N/A	
Dichloromethane	 Insoluble	 N/A	 N/A	
Ethanol	 Soluble	 No	shift	 Form	I	
Ethyl	Acetate	 Soluble	 No	shift	 Form	I	
Hexane	 Insoluble	 N/A	 N/A	
Methanol	 Soluble	 No	shift	 Form	I	and	II	
Tetrahydrofuran	 Soluble	 No	shift	 Form	I	






















this	dimer	 interaction.	 	 In	contrast	 to	 the	very	weak	 interactions	 that	support	
growth	 in	 WOQDAH/WOQDAH01,	 this	 dimer	 interactions	 is	 coupled	 with	 a	














































to	225	°C14	 (although	 this	 report14	 stated	 that	 the	melting	point	was	 ‘mixed’),	
with	most	reports	lying	in	the	140-150	°C	range.13,15		DSC	analysis	was	performed	
for	each	of	the	concomitant	forms	from	a	methanol	evaporation	experiment.		The	






























































































In	 terms	 of	 cocrystal	 design,	 efforts	 were	 directed	 toward	 breakage	 of	 the	
acid-acid	homomeric	dimer	(Figure	3)	via	introduction	of	compatible	functional	
groups	 (coformers).	 	 The	 ester	 and	 phenol	 functional	 groups	 were	 also	
considered	as	potential	hydrogen	bonding	sites,	keeping	in	mind	the	preferential	
formation	 of	 the	 S(6)	 intramolecular	 hydrogen	 bond,	 and	 atropisomerism	
around	C7-C8	as	shown	previously	(Figure	4).	
The	homomeric	acid-acid	or	amide-amide	dimer	 is	 less	energetically	 favoured	
than	the	alternative	acid-amide	heterodimer.18		This	fact	is	commonly	exploited	





identified	 as	 a	 potential	 target	 was	 the	 pyridyl	 moiety,	 which	 could	 accept	 a	
hydrogen	 bond	 from	 either	 the	 phenol	 (1008	 examples	 in	 the	 CSD),10	 or	 the	
carboxylic	acid	O-H	(1549	examples	in	the	CSD).10		The	COOH···N	interaction	has	
a	high	statistical	occurrence,	and	high	persistence	in	the	presence	of	competing	
functional	 groups,	with	 the	 alcohol	 O-H···N	 interaction	 slightly	 less	 reliable.21		
The	final	functional	group	that	was	selected	as	a	target	was	the	carboxylic	acid	of	




CSD10	 containing	 60	 (where	 the	 search	 for	 salicylic	 acid	 is	 performed	 with	











Of	 the	 cocrystals	 investigated	 in	 the	 study	 of	 salicylic	 acid	 as	 a	 model,	 the	
polymorphism	displayed	 in	 cocrystals	of	60	with	 isonicotinamide	 [61]	was	of	









a	 slightly	 higher	 temperature	 (135.6	 °C	 versus	 132.1	 °C	 for	 XAQQEM)22	
suggesting	that	this	form	is	the	more	stable	of	the	two.		The	motifs	displayed	by	





















would	 be	 predicted	 using	 traditional	 methods,	 the	 R 2	2	(8)	 heteromeric	























Screening	 was	 performed	 using	 traditional	 solid	 state	 grinding,	 followed	 by	
analysis	of	the	powdered	products	via	PXRD	and	IR.		Of	the	32	materials	used	for	
screening,	 all	 but	 one	 (isonicotinamide,	 61)	 presented	 negative	 results	 for	
cocrystallization,	with	no	nc=o	shift	observed	in	the	IR	spectrum,	and	the	PXRD	
pattern	of	the	grinding	product	simply	a	combination	of	the	two	coformers.	
Table	 3:	 Library	 of	 coformers	 used	 in	 this	 study	 (successful	 coformer	
shown	in	green).	
	 	
#	 Amide	 #	 Acid	
13	 Benzamide	 76	 Benzoic	acid	
61	 Isonicotinamide	 77	 2-Aminobenzoic	acid	
1	 Nicotinamide	 78	 3-Aminobenzoic	acid	
62	 2-Aminobenzamide	 2	 4-Aminobenzoic	acid	
63	 3-Aminobenzamide	 79	 2-Methylbenzoic	acid	
64	 4-Aminobenzamide	 80	 3-Methylbenzoic	acid	
9	 2-Methylbenzamide	 81	 4-Methylbenzoic	acid	
65	 3-Methylbenzamide	 60	 2-Hydroxybenzoic	acid	
66	 4-Methylbenzamide	 82	 3-Hydroxybenzoic	acid	
67	 2-Hydroxybenzamide	 83	 4-Hydroxybenzoic	acid	
68	 3-Hydroxybenzamide	 84	 2-Fluorobenzoic	acid	
69	 4-Hydroxybenzamide	 85	 3-Fluorobenzoic	acid	
70	 2-Fluorobenzamide	 86	 4-Fluorobenzoic	acid	
71	 3-Fluorobenzamide	 87	 2-Amidobenzoic	acid	
72	 4-Fluorobenzamide	 88	 3-Amidobenzoic	acid*	
73	 2-Amidobenzamide	 89	 4-Amidobenzoic	acid*	
74	 3-Amidobenzamide*	 90	 Isonicotinic	acid	










































































































   
   
   
   
   


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































104.860(4),	V	=	908.6(3)	Å3].	 	 	 The	 cocrystal	 is	 characterised	by	 two	primary	
hydrogen	 bonding	 features.	 	 The	 first	 feature	 is	 the	 R 2	2	(8)	 homomeric-dimer	
retained	from	the	parent	isonicotinamide	crystal	structure	[Figure	18],	and	this	
is	 capped	 at	 the	 sides	 by	 acid-pyridyl	 hydrogen	 bonding	 from	 the	 salsalate	

















reflect,	 in	 part,	 both	 of	 the	 known	 cocrystals	 of	 salicylic	 acid	 [60]	 with	
isonicotinamide	[61],	discussed	above.		The	61	homodimer	is	retained,	similar	to	
that	 observed	 in	 XAQQEM,22	 but	 the	 amide	 ladder	 is	 broken,	 and	 the	 second	







form	with	 a	melting	 point	 between	 that	 of	 the	 individual	 coformers	 (55.3%),	







The	 cocrystallization	 success	 rate	 for	58	 was	 unexpectedly	 low	 based	 on	 the	
functional	 groups	 present.	 	 The	 literature	 would	 suggest	 that	 acid-amide	





(i) To	 build	 upon	 the	 successful	 result	 gained	 in	 initial	 screening	 and	
further	investigate	the	landscape	of	the	acid-pyridyl	interaction	for	58.	
(ii) To	examine	the	low	success	rate	of	the	initial	32-compound	screen	by	



































library	 for	 screening.	 	 13	 materials	 were	 selected	 for	 screening	 based	 on	
availability:	acridine	[92],	2-amino-4-chloro-6-methylpyrimidine	[93],	4-amino-
4,6-dimethylaminopyrimidine	 [94],	 2-aminopyrimidine	 [95],	 4-aminopyridine	
[96],	4,4’-bipyridine	[15],	4-hydroxypyridine	[97],	2-pyridinecarbonitrile	[98],	
3-pyridinecarbonitrile	 [99],	 4-pyridine-carbonitrile	 [100],	 2,6-




The	 investigation	 was	 carried	 out	 in	 the	 same	 way	 as	 has	 been	 previously	
described	(Section	3.3).		Of	the	13	materials	screened	in	this	secondary	study,	6	
grinding	products	showed	evidence	of	the	formation	of	a	new	solid	form:	93,	95,	






































[92] [93] [94] [95]
[96] [15] [97] [98]






The	 solvent	 was	 allowed	 to	 evaporate	 over	 approximately	 1	 week,	 yielding	
crystals	 suitable	 for	 analysis	 in	 3	 cases.	 	 The	 remaining	 3	 materials	 were	
confirmed	as	novel	solid	forms	using	DSC.			
The	first	material	successfully	characterised	using	SCXRD	was	a	cocrystal	of	58	
with	4,4’-bipyridyl	 [15].	 	15	was	 chosen	 as	 a	 simple	model	 to	 investigate	 the	
acid-pyridyl	interaction	without	the	added	competition	of	other	hydrogen	bond	
donors/acceptors.	15	was	also	selected	because	it	is	a	commonly	used	coformer	








Crystal	 structure	 analysis	 of	 crystals	 obtained	 from	 ethanol	 showed	 this	
hypothesis	was	correct,	[P-1,	a	=	7.6250(12),	b	=	7.9985(11),	c	=	13.368(2),	a	=	























The	 second	 material	 successfully	 characterised	 in	 this	 series	 was	 the	 1:1	
cocrystal	 of	 58	 with	 2-amino-4-chloro-6-methylpyrimidine	 [93],	 P-1	 [a	 =	
7.6518(3),	 b	 =	 9.4553(4),	 c	 =	 14.2495(6),	 a	 =	 83.969(2),	 b	 =	 74.507(2),	 g	 =	
72.482(2),	V	=	947.07(7)	Å3].		The	bonding	motifs	observed	in	this	material	are	
more	 interesting,	 due	 to	 the	 greater	 variety	 of	 hydrogen	 bond	 donors	 and	
acceptors	in	the	coformer.		The	primary	interaction	observed	in	the	material	is	
an	R 2	2	(8)	dimer	formed	between	the	carboxylic	acid	of	58,	one	of	the	amine	N-H	
atoms	 and	 one	 of	 the	 two	 pyrimidine	 nitrogens	 (Figure	 26).	 	 The	 other	
pyrimidine	 nitrogen	 and	 amine	 N-H	 atom	 participate	 in	 a	 further	 R 2	2	(8)	
homomeric	dimer	interaction	to	a	second	molecule	of	93,	which	in	turn	hydrogen	






















with	 the	benzoic	acid	rings	 just	slightly	 twisted	at	 just	9°;	 the	phenol	 rings	as	
mentioned	previously,	lie	perpendicular	above	and	below	this	plane	(Figure	27).	
Figure	27:		Planarity	of	the	dimer	interactions	oberved	in	58.93	cocrystal.	
The	 tetrameric	 structure	 observed	 in	 this	 cocrystal	 structure	 reflect	 those	
observed	 in	 the	 study	 published	 by	 Ebenezer	 et	 al.	 in	 2011.28	 	 The	 study	
determined	 the	 cocrystalline	 structures	 of	 10	 acids	 with	 93,	 all	 of	 which	
presented	a	high	level	of	isostructurality	through	common	bonding	motifs.	







the	 above	 study	 that	 crystallize	 in	 the	 same	 P-1	 space	 group,	 EXEYUC28	
(4-nitrobenzoic	 acid,	 104,	 Figure	 28),	 and	 EXIBET28	 (4-methoxybenzoic	 acid,	








the	 C-H···O-H	 interactions	 observed	 here	 are	 structure	 defining	 because	 it	
supports	 formation	of	a	 ladder-like	motif	at	a	supramolecular	 level,	extending	





















than	 one	 attempt	 at	 crystallization	 was	 required.	 	 The	 crystals	 formed	 very	
distinct	 plates,	 which	 were	 consistently	 twinned	 and	 therefore,	 presented	 a	




observed	 for	 the	previous	materials,	with	 two	different	 interactions	 observed	
between	 salsalate	 and	 the	 pyridyl	 moiety	 here.	 	 The	 first	 hydrogen	 bond	
observed	is	the	targeted	acid-pyridyl	interaction,	but	there	is	also	an	acid-pyridyl	
R 2	2	(7)	dimer	hydrogen	bonded	motif	 (Figure	32).	 	These	motifs	combine	with	
two	 C-H···O=C	 interactions	 at	 a	 binary	 level	 to	 form	 a	R 4	4	(16)	 tetramer.	 	 The	
salsalate	 aromatic	 rings	 adopt	 the	 perpendicular	 relationship	 that	 has	 been	





The	 nitrile	moiety	 accepts	 a	 hydrogen	 bond	 from	 the	 nearest	 benzoic	 C-H	 of	
salsalate,	 forming	a	chain	down	the	c-axis.	 	Perpendicularly,	 the	phenolic	O-H,	




aromatic	 C-H	 on	 the	 next	 phenol	 ring,	 forming	 a	 C(6)	 chain	 down	 the	 a-axis	
(Figure	33).	
Figure	33:	C(6)	chains	of	C-H···N	hydrogen	bonding	observed	in	58.100	cocrystal.	




Interestingly,	 this	 is	 the	 only	 structure	 in	 this	 series	 where	 π···π	 stacking	 is	
observed.		Each	benzoic	acid	moiety	on	salsalate	is	stacked	to	a	pyridine	ring	of	
100	at	a	distance	of	3.6	Å	and	offset	by	approx.	22°	(Figure	34).		The	pyrimidine	
cocrystals	 characterised	 by	 Ebenezer28	 showed	 a	 consistent	 π···π	 stacking	
interaction	between	the	pyrimidine	moieties.		However,	there	does	not	appear	to	








































observed	 for	 the	 salsalate:isonicotinamide	 cocrystal,	 discussed	 above	 [58.61].		













a	 full	 screen	of	 the	32	coformers	was	performed	using	solution	crystallization	
from	each	of	methanol,	ethanol,	and	acetonitrile.	 	These	solvents	were	chosen	




glass	 sample	 vial	 and	 were	 allowed	 to	 stand	 until	 all	 of	 the	 solvent	 had	




Interestingly,	 for	 two	 of	 the	 materials	 investigated	 in	 this	 secondary	 screen,	







[a	 =	 8.2953(8),	 b	 =	 9.9512(9),	 c	 =	 33.538(4),	 V	 =	 2768.5	 Å3].	 	 The	 primary	


























60.66	 cocrystal.	 	 Instead	 of	 the	 formation	 of	 a	 C(4)	 chain,	 the	 second	 amide	
















for	 salsalate	 cocrystals	 above	 is	 a	 phenomenon	 that	 has	 not	 been	 previously	
described	 in	 the	 literature.	 	 In	 this	 context,	 we	 coined	 the	 term	 ‘reactive	
cocrystallization’	 to	 describe	 this	 process,	 and	 our	 efforts	 turned	 to	
understanding	the	underlying	mechanism	behind	the	process.	
In	 the	 cocrystallization	 screen	 of	 salsalate	 [58],	 all	 of	 the	 evidence	 for	 the	
formation	of	salicylic	acid	cocrystals	and/or	salicylic	acid	[60]	occurred	from	the	
methanol	 solvent	 crystallizations.	 	 It	 was	 postulated	 that	 salsalate	 may	








at	 room	 temperature,	 although	 it	 confirms	 that	 the	 salsalate	 is	 susceptible	 to	
hydrolysis	in	methanol	under	certain	conditions.			
Structural	 degradation	 of	 salsalate	 in	 contact	 with	 alkaline	 excipients	 was	
studied	by	Worn	et	al.	in	1983.36		The	outcome	of	the	study	was	that	the	presence	










The	 evidence	 indicated	 that	 some	 other	 factor	 must	 be	 at	 play	 in	 the	
cocrystallization	experiments	to	cause	the	hydrolysis	to	occur.		At	this	point,	we	
decided	 to	 investigate	 the	 relative	 energies	 and	 interactions	 of	 the	 different	
salsalate	 forms	 from	 Hirshfeld	 surface	 analysis	 (HSA)	 and	 density	 functional	
theory	(DFT).		
HSA	 has	 demonstrated	 that	 there	 is	 a	 clear	 difference	 between	 the	 two	
polymorphs;	in	particular,	the	percentage	contributions	of	the	C-C,	C-H,	H-H	and	
O-H	 bonds	 to	 the	 structures	 (Table	 5).	 	 However,	 both	 display	 the	 closest	
molecular	proximity	at	the	carboxylic	acid	groups	(Figure	39).		Form	II	displays	
a	 lower	 percentage	 contribution	 of	 the	 O-H	 bonds,	 likely	 due	 to	 the	 lack	 of	
atropisomerism	around	C7-C8,	and	a	far	greater	contribution	of	H-H	bonds.		The	
fingerprint	plots	for	the	molecules	show	a	more	localised	interaction	distance	for	

























with	 58	 is	 unclear.	 	 One	 potential	 explanation	 for	 this	 is	 the	 reduced	 bond	
rotation	 around	 C7-C8	 in	 Form	 II.	 	 Form	 II	 has	 only	 been	 observed	 in	
crystallizations	 from	methanol,	 and	 reactive	 cocrystallization	was	observed	 in	
















































































































































































































































in( this( study(was( consistent(with( that( of( 4Gaminopyridinium( salicylate( [106],(
reported(by(Fun(et#al.(in(2010((Figure(42).38(((
Figure%42:%Structure%of%4<aminopyridinium%salicylate%(1:1)%[106]%[DUSYOG].38%







The(salt( formation( in( this( case(can(be( rationalised,(given( that(both(96,( and(4G
hydroxypyridine%[97](can(act(as(bases,(catalysing(the(hydrolysis(of(the(salsalate(
and( forming( the( salicylic( acid( product,( which( subsequently( protonates( the(













this( material( in( the( presence( of( certain( GRAS( materials( could( be( called( into(












































g,( 0.25( mmol)( and( isonicotinamide( [61]( (0.0183( g,(
0.25(mmol)( were( used.( ( Colourless( plate( crystals( of(



























(0.0776( g,( 0.50( mmol)( and( 2GaminoG4GchloroG6G
methylpyrimidine([93]((0.0718(g,(0.50(mmol)(were(
used.( ( Colourless( plate( crystals( of( 58.93% were(
obtained(from(acetonitrile.((DSC((endotherm):(137G
141(°C;((νmax((ATR)/cmG1;(3466,(3405,(3316((w)((NG
H( stretches),( 1738( (C=O),( 1685( (C=O),( 1576(






























































(0.0776( g,( 0.50( mmol)( and( 4Gpyridinecarbonitrile(
[100]((0.0521(g,(0.50(mmol)(were(used.((Colourless(
plate( crystals( of( 58.100% were( obtained( from(
isopropanol.( ( DSC( (endotherm):( 102G104( °C;( ( νmax(
(ATR)/cmG1;( 2242( (w)( (C≡N)( 1681( (C=O),( 1291,(
1247((CGO),(1186((CGO),(799,(750.( (Crystal(data( for(








(0.0776( g,( 0.50( mmol)( and( 2Gpyridinethioamide(
[102]( (0.0691( g,( 0.50( mmol)( were( used..( ( DSC(

























(0.0776( g,( 0.50( mmol)( and( 4Gpyridinethioamide(
[103]( (0.0691( g,( 0.50( mmol)( were( used.( ( DSC(
(endotherm):(123G127( °C;( (νmax( (ATR)/cmG1;(3468,(
3325((w)((NGH(stretches),(1678((C=O),(1413,(1301,(






(0.0388( g,( 0.25( mmol)( and( 4G































[70]( (0.0348( g,( 0.25( mmol)( were( used.((




monoclinic,( P21/c,( a( =( 23.894(3)( Å,( b# =( 5.2201(7)( Å,( c# =( 22.767(3)( Å,( β( =(







(0.0195( g,( 0.25( mmol)( and( 4Gaminopyridine(
[96]( (0.0471( g,( 0.50( mmol)( were( used.((
Colourless(plate(crystals(of(106%were(obtained(
from(methanol;((DSC((endotherm):(182G184(°C;((νmax((ATR)/cmG1;((3416,(3314((w)(


























[107]( (0.0476( g,( 0.50( mmol)( were( used.((
Colourless(plate(crystals(of(107%were(obtained(
from(methanol;((mp(87G90(°C;((νmax((ATR)/cmG1;((3467((w)((NGH(stretch),(1680(
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In	 late	 2014,	 Jerome	Wicker	 and	 Richard	 Cooper	 of	 the	 University	 of	 Oxford,	







analysis	 with	 an	 impressive	 accuracy	 of	 90.3%.	 	 The	 paper	 suggested	 that	 a	





that	 governs	 efforts	 to	 develop	 computational	 capacity	 for	 learning,	 without	
explicit	programming	of	such	abilities.		The	term	‘machine	learning’	was	coined	
in	 1959	 by	 Arthur	 Samuel,	 who	 developed	 the	 ‘Samuels	 checkers-playing	







utilising	 a	 subset	 of	 the	 input	 ‘training’	 dataset	 to	make	 predictions,	 thereby	





the	output	or	 ‘response’	 variable.4	 	 Supervised	 learning	methodologies	 can	be	
further	 classified	 into	 ‘regression’	 or	 ‘classification’	 methods.	 	 Regression	




for	 the	 case	 of	 ‘optimal	 hyperplanes	 for	 separable	 classes’.6	 	 SVMs	 have	 been	












Cooper	 used	 the	 SciKit	 learn	 package,7	 a	 python	module	 integrating	machine	
learning	algorithms	for	use	in	both	supervised	and	unsupervised	methods.		The	







computational	 efficiency	 and	 ease	 of	 use,	 with	 an	 accompanying	 user	 guide	
available	online.	 	In	order	to	generate	molecular	descriptors	for	each	molecule	
used	 in	 the	 training	 set,	 the	 RDKit	 cheminformatics	 toolkit	 was	 used.8	 	 This	
generates	 a	 large	 library	 of	 molecular	 descriptors	 for	 a	 given	 2-dimensional	















in	 the	 field	 as	 a	 basis	 for	 the	 prediction	 of	 the	 structure	 ‘of	 the	 most	 stable	




of	 the	 cocrystals	 studied	 were	 insufficiently	 large	 as	 to	 allow	 for	 accurate	
cocrystallization	prediction,	but	that	the	outcome	of	the	method	justified	further	
work.	
In	 2009,	 Fabian13	 published	 an	 interesting	 statistical	 analysis	 of	 the	 CSD9	 in	
which	 he	 determined	 correlations	 between	 different	 qualitative	 aspects	 of	




identified	 correlations,	 but	 each	with	 significant	 exceptions	 and	 therefore,	 no	
steadfast	 rules	 for	 the	 formation	 of	 cocrystals.	 	 The	 strongest	 correlation	
identified	was	molecular	polarity,	with	descriptors	such	as	dipole	moment	and	
fractional	 polar	 volume	 appearing	 to	 provide	 particularly	 strong	 influence	 on	
cocrystal	formation.		In	other	words,	molecules	are	most	likely	to	form	cocrystals	
with	coformers	of	similar	polarities	to	themselves.	 	Secondly,	molecular	shape	
descriptors	 relating	 to	 the	 van	der	Waals	 volume	 identified	 a	 correlation	 that	
molecules	 tend	 to	 cocrystallize	 with	 coformers	 of	 similar	 shape	 and	 size	 to	
themselves.	 	 The	 third	 and	 final	 correlation	 identified	 in	 this	work	 linked	 the	
formation	of	cocrystals	to	the	strength	of	the	potential	hydrogen	bonds	that	could	
form	 between	 them,	 which	 must	 be	 considered	 separately	 to	 the	 absolute	
number	of	hydrogen	bond	donors	and	acceptors.	
In	 2014,	 Grecu	 et	 al.	 published	 a	 cocrystal	 prediction	 methodology	 using	
molecular	electrostatic	potentials	(MEPs)	to	compare	the	energy	of	a	cocrystal	to	
that	 of	 the	 pure	 coformers.14	 	 The	 approach	used	 similar	 calculated	 values	 to	
those	in	Hunter’s	table,15	to	rank	the	presence	of	positive	and	negative	surface	
site	 interaction	points	 (SSIPs)	on	 the	molecules.	 	The	differences	between	 the	
interaction	 energies	 for	 a	 ranked	 list	 of	 these	 SSIPs	 to	 that	 of	 the	 pure	
components	 provided	 an	 insight	 into	 the	 ‘thermodynamic	 driving	 force	 for	
cocrystal	 formation’.	 	 Overall,	 the	 method	 performed	 very	 well	 when	 tested	
against	 the	 results	 of	 experimental	 cocrystallization	 screens;	 in	 general,	
materials	 which	 formed	 cocrystals	 were	 correctly	 assigned	 a	 large	 energy	
difference	 and	 ranked	 high	 in	 the	 list.	 	 The	 method	 compared	 well	 with	 the	
COSMO-RS	method	 that	 uses	 excess	 enthalpy	 to	 estimate	 cocrystal	 formation,	
where	it	is	assumed	that	the	interactions	occurring	in	the	cocrystal	are	similar	to	
that	occurring	in	a	supercooled	liquid.16	
Hydrogen	 bond	propensity	 (HBP)	 calculations	 have	 been	 used	 successfully	 to	
predict	the	formation	of	cocrystalline	systems.10,17		HBP	calculations,	developed	
by	 Galek	 et	 al.,18	 describe	 donor	 and	 acceptor	 hydrogen	 bond	 relationships	







of	 these	materials.	 	 Similarly,	 Delori	 et	 al.17	 used	 HBP	 calculations	 to	 aid	 the	
synthesis	of	cocrystals	of	pyrimethamine,	suggesting	that	the	method	‘may	be	a	
useful	tool	in	designing	targeted	screening	experiments’.		A	HBP	calculation	tool	












cocrystal	 would	 form	 given	 only	 the	 molecular	 structures	 of	 the	 coformers,	
thereby	 reducing	 the	 number	 of	 unsuccessful	 outcomes	 in	 a	 cocrystallization	
screen,	 and	 concurrently,	 reducing	 the	 time	 and	 resource	 requirements	 for	
development	of	libraries	of	these	novel	materials.	
The	overall	objectives	of	the	project	were:	
(a) To	 develop	 a	 matrix	 of	 successful	 and	 unsuccessful	 cocrystallization	
experiments.	
(b) To	 use	 this	 library	 in	 the	 training	 of	 a	 suitable	 machine	 learning	
algorithm	 with	 the	 aim	 of	 developing	 an	 effective	 cocrystallization	
prediction	tool.	
This	 research	was	 conducted	 in	 collaboration	 with	 Prof.	 Richard	 Cooper	 and	
Jerome	Wicker	of	the	University	of	Oxford,	Oxford,	UK.	
4.3	 Experimental	Data	Matrix	
In	 order	 to	 generate	 the	 binary	 data	 matrix	 required	 for	 SVM	 classification,	
knowledge	 of	 successful	 and	 unsuccessful	 cocrystallization	 screening	




















































































































For	 the	 combinations	 not	 available	 in	 the	 literature,	 experimental	
cocrystallization	 screening	 was	 required	 to	 generate	 both	 the	 positive	 and	
negative	results	required	for	algorithm	training.		Q1	and	Q2	were	completed	in	
this	study	in	University	College	Cork,	with	subsequent	completion	of	Q3	by	Oliver	
Robshaw,	 and	 Q4	 by	 Edmund	 Little,	 as	 part	 of	 their	 individual	 part	 II	 thesis	
studies	at	the	University	of	Oxford.	
	
Cocrystallization	 screening	 was	 undertaken	 using	 ball	 mill	 grinding	 of	 each	









produced	 pastes	were	 also	 omitted	 (assigned	 a	 value	 of	 ‘2’),	 leaving	 the	 final	
number	of	data	points	in	the	matrix	at	657.		The	final	data	matrix	contained	403	
unsuccessful	 and	 254	 successful	 results.	 	 The	 successful	 results	 were	 spread	
across	all	four	quadrants	(85	in	Q1,	42	in	Q2,	84	in	Q3,	and	43	in	Q4).			


































































small.	 	 Therefore,	 for	 the	 purposes	 of	 the	 data	 matrix,	 there	 was	 no	
discrimination	between	cocrystals	and	salt,	with	any	new	solid	form	designated	
as	‘1’.		The	binary	data	matrix,	including	the	cocrystals	reported	in	the	literature,	
are	 shown	 in	Tables	 1-4.	 	 Examples	 of	 PXRD	 and	 IR	 patterns	 for	 a	 successful	













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ide + 4Fluoro.0                    Instrum



























































































































































































































   
   
   
   
   


























































   
   








   
   




























































   
   











   
   








































































































































































































from	 Hunter’s	 table	 (Section	 1.1.2),15	 which	 were	 subsequently	 used	 as	 a	
cocrystal	descriptor	 for	a	pairwise	relationship	of	hydrogen	bond	 interactions	
between	the	selected	functional	groups.		Descriptors	for	each	cocrystal	pair	were	





a	 data	matrix	 such	 as	 this	 is	 to	 withhold	 a	 portion	 of	 the	 data	 from	 training	
(commonly	 a	 row	 or	 column),	 and	 to	 use	 the	 trained	 model	 to	 predict	 the	
outcomes	for	this	small	subset	of	the	data.	
In	order	to	minimise	the	level	of	bias	in	the	study,	an	external	set	of	data	was	used	








data	was	promising	 at	75.0	±	1.4%.	 	However,	 the	predictive	 accuracy	on	 the	







describes	 the	number	of	correctly	classified	data	points	 in	 the	 top	25%	of	 the	
data.		The	enrichment	factor	was	determined	to	be	2.6	over	random	classification,	











problem.	 	 The	 area	 under	 this	 curve	 (AUC)	 provides	 an	 indication	 of	 the	










































4.6.1	 Differential	 Scanning	 Calorimetry	 and	 Melting	 Points	 of	 Q1	
Cocrystals	
DSC	was	performed	on	each	grinding	product	to	determine	the	melting	point	of	
the	 materials.	 	 The	 41	 grinding	 products	 were	 dissolved	 in	 each	 of	 ethanol,	
methanol	and	acetonitrile	(where	soluble),	and	crystallized	as	per	section	2.7.4.		
DSC	was	performed	as	per	section	2.7.3.			
For	 the	majority	 of	 the	materials,	 a	 strong	 singular	 endotherm	 indicating	 the	














not	 in	 agreement	 with	 the	 statistical	 analysis	 of	 cocrystal	 melting	 points	
performed	by	Perlovich	in	2015.66		Perlovich	analysed	the	melting	points	of	727	
cocrystals	from	the	CSD,9	and	determined	that	in	the	majority	of	cases	(55.3%)	
the	melting	 point	 of	 the	 resultant	 cocrystal	 is	 between	 that	 of	 the	 individual	
coformers.	
In	 our	 study,	 it	 has	 been	 observed	 that	 the	 melting	 point	 of	 the	 cocrystal	 is	
between	that	of	 the	coformers	 in	 just	22.0%	of	cases	(although	the	number	of	
data	points	 in	Perlovich’s	work	was	higher).66	 	 The	majority	 of	 the	 cocrystals	
determined	 in	 this	 study	 display	 melting	 points	 lower	 than	 either	 of	 the	






































This	 is	 a	 striking	 correlation	 when	 one	 considers	 that	 the	 rationale	 behind	
cocrystal	 prediction	 used	 by	 Karamertzanis	 et	 al.	 in	 2009	 was	 to	 assess	 the	
predicted	lattice	energies	of	the	cocrystal	by	comparison	to	the	coformers,	with	
more	stable	lattices	interpreted	as	cocrystals	that	were	predicted	to	form.12	
The	 observations	 for	 Q1	 cocrystals	 are	 consistent	 with	 the	 melting	 points	







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































method,	but	generated	 structures	 that	had	 significant	 levels	of	disorder	 (1.81	
and	1.84).		
4.6.2.1		Cocrystals	of	Nicotinamide	[1]	
Nicotinamide	 [1]	 (3-pyridinecarboxamide),	 also	 known	 as	 niacinamide,	 is	 the	
water	 soluble,	 amide	metabolite	 of	 nicotinic	 acid	 [91],	 (Niacin,	 Vitamin	B3).87		
























	2	(8)	motif	characteristic	 to	 the	amide	 functional	group,	












Figure	 14	 [a]),	 and	 78	 of	 these	 form	 the	 dependable	 acid-pyridyl	 interaction	
(frequency	 95%	 Figure	 14	 [b]).	 	 36	 structures	 contain	 R 2	2	(8)	 homodimer	









Acid-Pyridyl	 R 2	2	(8)	Heterodimer	 25	































	 Coformer	 Space	Group	 CSD9	Refcode	
121	 2-Nitrobenzoic	Acidb	 C2/c	 N/A	
104	 4-Nitrobenzoic	Acidb	 P-1	 N/A	
60	 2-Hydroxybenzoic	Acid	 P21/n	 SODDOF/01/0230–32	
82	 3-Hydroxybenzoic	Acid	 P21/c	 XAQQIQ33	
83	 4-Hydroxybenzoic	Acid	 C2/c	 RUYHEZ/0143,44	
84	 2-Fluorobenzoic	Acidb,c	 P21/c	 N/A	
86	 4-Fluorobenzoic	Acidb	 P21/c	 N/A	
77	 2-Aminobenzoic	Acidb	 P21	 N/A	
2	 4-Aminobenzoic	Acida	 P-1	 ABULIU53	
124	 3-Methoxybenzoic	Acid	 -	 N/A	
79	 2-Methylbenzoic	Acid	 -	 N/A	
80	 3-Methylbenzoic	Acidb	 P21/n	 N/A	
81	 4-Methylbenzoic	Acid	 -	 N/A	
a	-	Hydrated	structure;		b	–	Crystal	structure	determined	using	SCXRD;		
c	-	Crystal	structure	was	of	poor	quality	
5	 of	 the	 6	 new	 materials	 that	 were	 characterised	 in	 this	 work	 were	 neutral	
cocrystals,	with	the	remaining	structure	a	partial	salt	incorporating	both	neutral	
and	 ionised	 forms	of	 the	carboxylic	acid.	 	The	cocrystal	 structure	of	1.84	was	
confirmed	 via	 SCXRD,	 however,	 the	 structure	 was	 poor	 with	 a	 large	 level	 of	
rotational	disorder	around	the	phenyl-carboxyl	bond	and	so	was	not	included	in	
this	thesis	(unit	cell	data	is	available	in	experimental	Section	4.8).	
The	 first	 two	materials	 that	will	 be	 discussed	 here	 display	 a	 common	 central	
motif	 of	 the	 homomeric	 nicotinamide	R
2
	2	(8)	 dimer,	 surrounded	by	 additional	
secondary	 interactions.	 	 This	 parent	 dimer	 retention	 has	 been	 observed	





	2	(8)	 dimer	 could	 potentially	 form	 with	 the	 carboxylic	 acid	
coformer.15	
The	 cocrystal	 of	 1	 with	 4-nitrobenzoic	 acid	 [1.104]	 crystallizes	 in	 a	 1:1	
































In( 1.86% (4Kfluorobenzoic( acid)( there( are( halogen( bonds( (2.4( Å)( observed( as(
secondary( motifs( in( the( structure,( forming( a( binary( R 4(4((22)( tetramer( in(















[a( =( 13.629(16)( Å,( b( =7.151(8)( Å( ,( c( =( 13.651(15)( Å,( β( =( 115.649(17)°,( V( =(
1199.0(2)(Å3].( (This(material(contains(the(component(molecules( in(a(1:2(ratio,(
and(breakage(of(the(strong(R 2(2((8)(homomeric(dimer(occurs(in(favour(of(the(more(
energeticallyKfavoured( R 2(2((8)( heteromeric( acidKamide( dimer( (Figure( 20).((









Interestingly,( the( heteromeric( dimer( is( not( observed( in( the( case( of( 1( with(








































with( one( neutral( and( one( anionic(molecule( of( 2Knitrobenzoic( acid,(where( the(






molecules( have( formed( the( strong( R 2(2((8)( dimer( motif( at( the( centre( of( the(
structure.( ( Around( this( dimer,( there( are( discrete( interactions( from( the(
carboxylate( group( to( the( protonated( nitrogen( (Figure( 26,(magenta),( from( the(
neutral(carbonyl(to(the(amide(NKH((Figure(26,(green),(and(from(the(nitro(group(


















the( crystal( structure( of( pyridiniumK3Kcarboxamide( nicotinamide( chloride(
monohydrate.( ( The( structure( contains( a( central( dimer( formed( between( one(
cationic( and( one( neutral( molecule( of( nicotinamide( [1],( which( is( capped( by(
interactions(to(the(anionic(chloride(and(water(molecules(at(the(centre(of(the(unit(














Isonicotinamide( (4KpyridineKcarboxamide,( 61)( is( the( structural( analogue( of(
nicotinamide([1].( ( It( is(a(reliable,(commonly(used(coformer(in(cocrystallisation(
studies.40,95–98( ( Isonicotinamide( has( proven( to( be( highly( polymorphic,( with( 5(
forms(published(in(the(literature.25,94,99((Form(I(contains(an(R 2(2((8)(dimer(and(a(












many( cocrystals( involving( carboxylic( acids.( ( There( are( 114( cocrystals( in( the(
current( CSD9( featuring( 61( with( an( acid( coformer,( of( which( 85( retain( the(
isonicotinamide( R
2









Desiraju( and( Tothadi( noted( that( the( latter( interaction( occurs( commonly( in(
cocrystals(of(61(with(carboxylic(acids.98(
Isonicotinamide(proved(to(be(the(most(successful(coformer(utilised(in(this(study,(
with(a( total(of(16(successful( results( from(the(18(combinations( in(Q1(alone.( (9(
materials(were(already(contained(in(the(literature,(and(7(novel(solid(forms(were(
identified( using( the( combination( of( PXRD( and( IR( analysis.( ( 3( were( fully(
characterised(using(SCXRD((61.121,(61.77(and(61.124),(1(other(structure(was(
confirmed(as(a(1:1(cocrystal(using(SCXRD([61.81](however,(the(structure(was(of(




( Coformer% Space%Group% CSD9%Refcode%
121% 2KNitrobenzoic(Acida( P21/c%% N/A(
122% 3KNitrobenzoic(Acid( I2/a% ASAXOH22(




82% 3KHydroxybenzoic(Acid( C2/c( LUNMEM40(
83% 4KHydroxybenzoic(Acid( P21/n( VAKTOR45(
84% 2KFluorobenzoic(Acid( PK1( HANHEL47(
85% 3KFluorobenzoic(Acid( C2/c% CACGUK47(
86% 4KFluorobenzoic(Acid( C2/c( ASAXUN/0122,47(
77% 2KAminobenzoic(Acida( P21/c( N/A(
78% 3KAminobenzoic(Acid( +% N/A(
2% 4KAminobenzoic(Acid( P21/c( SOLFUW54(
124% 3KMethoxybenzoic(Acida( PK1( N/A(
79% 2KMethylbenzoic(Acid( K( N/A(
80% 3KMethylbenzoic(Acid( K( N/A(
81% 4KMethylbenzoic(Acida,b( PK1( N/A(
a(–(Crystal(structure(determined(using(SCXRD;((b(K(Crystal(structure(was(of(poor(quality.(
















for( other( aromatic( amides( (Section( 2.3.2).( ( In( all( three( cases,( the( homomeric(
dimer(is(predictably(capped(by(interactions(to(the(carboxylic(acid,(and(the(free(











Interestingly,( there( is( no( participation( of( the( nitro( groups( in( the( hydrogen(














The( second( group( of( structures( are( those( of( isonicotinamide( with( amino(
substituted(benzoic(acids(61.77,(61.78(and(61.2.54((Unfortunately,(the(structure(
of( 61.78( could( not( be( determined( and( so( the( observed( motifs( cannot( be(
compared(here.( (The(motifs(observed( for(61.77%and(61.2%(SOLFUW)54(display(
few( similarities.( ( In( the( case( of( 61.78,( the( central( isonicotinamide( dimer( is(






combination( of(molecules.( ( This(material( crystallizes( in( a( 2:1( ratio( of( acid( to(









cocrystal( of( isonicotinamide( with( 3Kmethoxybenzoic( acid( [61.124].( ( The(
observed(motifs(displayed(in(this(material(are(consistent(with(that(which(would(
be( traditionally( predicted,( the( acid( groups( of( two( separate(molecules( of(124(
participate(individually(in(both(the(R 2(2((8)(acidKamide(dimer,(and(the(acid(pyridyl(
interactions,(thereby(conferring(the(1:2(stoichiometry(observed(here((Figure(40).((







4,4’KBipyridyl( [15]( is( a( particularly( useful( coformer,( commonly( observed( in(
cocrystals( in( the( literature( (517(multicomponent(materials( in( the(CSD).9( (This(








( Coformer% Space%Group% CSD9%Refcode%
121% 2KNitrobenzoic(Acid( P21/c%% GAWJEU21(
122% 3KNitrobenzoic(Acid( C2/c% PUJHUY23(












84% 2KFluorobenzoic(Acida( P21/n% N/A(




2% 4KAminobenzoic(Acid( P21/n( UDUZOI/0151,55(
123% 2KMethoxybenzoic(Acid( P21/c( LANLUJ57(
124% 3KMethoxybenzoic(Acid( K( N/A(
105% 4KMethoxybenzoic(Acid( P21/c%P21/c%
KIZYOJ/0146,58(
80% 3KMethylbenzoic(Acid( K( N/A(
































Interestingly,( the( novel( cocrystal( characterised( in( this( study( (15.84,(
2Kfluorobenzoic( acid)( does( not( contain( a( competitor( for( the( acidKpyridyl(
interaction,(and(yet(displays(an(interaction(to(one(side(of(15(only,(not(the(capping(





















Of( the( 18( combinations( available( for( cocrystal( formation( in( Q1,( 109( has(
successfully(formed(a(cocrystal(with(9(carboxylic(acid(coformers,(of(which(4(had(
not(been(previously(described(in(the(literature.( (Of(the(5(known(materials,(the(
crystal( structures( of( 2(were( available( in( the( CSD,9( and( the( remaining( 3(were(




( Coformer% Space%Group% CSD9%Refcode%
121% 2KNitrobenzoic(Acida( P21/n%% N/A(
122% 3KNitrobenzoic(Acida( P21/c% N/A(
104% 4KNitrobenzoic(Acid( +( No(Structure100(
60% 2KHydroxybenzoic(Acid( C2/c% SLCADC/01/1036–38(
82% 3KHydroxybenzoic(Acid( K( No(Structure100(
83% 4KHydroxybenzoic(Acid( K( No(Structure101(
84% 2KFluorobenzoic(Acid( +% N/A(
2% 4KAminobenzoic(Acid( Pnab( NUHYEU56(
79% 2KMethylbenzoic(Acid( +% N/A(
a(–(Crystal(structure(determined(using(SCXRD;(
Interestingly,( in( the( cocrystal( of( urea( and( 4Kaminobenzoic( acid( [109.2,(





molecules( participate( in( a( homomeric( R 2(2((8)( dimer( also,( which( run( almost(

























The( 1:1( cocrystal( of( 109.122( displays( the( dimer( in( an( alternative( fashion,(
capping( an( infinite( C(4)( chain( of( urea( molecules( that( runs( along( the( cKaxis,(
creating(a(similar(chain(motif(to(that(observed(in(109.121%(Figure(50,(magenta(
and(orange).((There(is(also(interaction(with(the(nitro(groups(in(this(case,(capping(
the( other( side( of( the( urea(molecules( (Figure( 50,( green).( ( The( remaining( urea(

























In( three( structures,( a(heteromeric( ladderKtype(motif( is( formed,( similar( to( that(
observed(for(primary(amides((Section(2.3.2).((However,(in(this(case(the(motif(is(
not( infinite.( ( In( two( cases,( OVEZUL24( [13.122]( and(MEHCAF,102( the( ladder( is(























( Coformer% Space%Group% CSD9%Refcode%
121% 2KNitrobenzoic(Acida( P21/n%% N/A(
122% 3KNitrobenzoic(Acida( P21/c% OVEZUL(




84% 2KFluorobenzoic(Acid( +% N/A(
85% 3KFluorobenzoic(Acid( PK1( N/A(
86% 4KFluorobenzoic(Acid( +% N/A(
a(–(Crystal(structure(determined(using(SCXRD;(b(–(Structural(coordinates(not(determined;(





in( the(structure.( (The(R 2(4((8)( tetramer(motifs( created(by( the( interaction(of( the(








































of( consistency( with( the( anticipated( hydrogen( bonded( motifs.( ( Despite( the(
prevalence( of( the( primary( hydrogen( bonding( targets( (Section( 1.1.4),( there( is(
significant( structural( variation( observed( between( these( materials,( driven( by(
secondary( interactions( to( the( substituted( aromatic( rings.( ( The( results( of( this(
study(highlight(the(synthetic(utility(of(the(four(primary(hydrogen(bonding(targets(
in( cocrystal( synthesis,( while( concurrently( exposing( the( level( of( structural(
variation(that(can(be(observed(within(systems(of(similar(molecules.(
The(level(of(structural(variation(observed(here(highlights(the(utility(of(an(efficient(
cocrystal( ranking( tool( such( as( that( developed( in( this( study.( ( A( combinatorial(
approach( using( both( knowledge( based( cocrystal( design( and( computational(
prediction( provides( significant( advantages( over( traditional( high( throughput(
screening(by(increasing(the(success(rate(and(minimizing(number(of(unsuccessful(
outcomes(thereby(providing(a(tangible(saving(in(both(time(and(resources.((The(
simplicity( of( the( model( developed( in( this( study( allows( for( its( use( in( many(






















2KNitrobenzoic( acid( [121]( (0.0418( g,( 0.25(
mmol)( and( nicotinamide( [1]( (0.0305( g,( 0.25(
mmol)(were(used.((Colourless((block(crystals(of(
1.121( were( obtained( from( acetonitrile;( ( DSC(
(endotherm):(87(°C,(98(°C,(109K114(°C;(mp(90K
93(°C;(νmax((ATR)/cmK1;(3378,(3166((NKH(stretches),(1689((C=O),(1583((Aromatic(









mmol)( and( nicotinamide( [1]( (0.0305( g,(
0.25(mmol)( were( used.( ( Colourless( block(
crystals( of( 1.104( were( obtained( from(
acetonitrile;( ( DSC( (endotherm):( 171.5K
172.5(°C;((νmax((ATR)/cmK1;(3396((OKH(stretch),(3376,(3167((NKH(stretches),(1682(























2KFluorobenzoic( acid( [84]( (0.0352( g,( 0.25(
mmol)( and( nicotinamide( [1]( (0.0305( g,( 0.25(
mmol)(were(used.((Colourless((block(crystals(of(
1.84% ( were( obtained( from( acetonitrile;( ( DSC(
(endotherm):( 93K96( °C;( ( νmax( (ATR)/cmK1;((
3379,(3203((NKH(stretches),(1638((C=O),(1610((C=O),(1395,(1295((CKF),(870,(755;((
Single(crystal(data(was(collected(for(this(material,(confirming(the(formation(of(a(
1:1( cocrystal.( ( However,( the( structure( obtained( presented( a( high( degree( of(





4KFluorobenzoic( acid( [86]( (0.0352( g,( 0.25(
mmol)(and(nicotinamide([1]((0.0305(g,(0.25(
mmol)(were(used.((Colourless(block(crystals(
of( 1.86% were( obtained( from( acetonitrile;((
DSC( (endotherm):( 141K142( °C;( ( νmax(
(ATR)/cmK1;(3406((OKH(stretch),(3166((NKH(stretch),(1671((C=O),(1600((C=O),(
1398,(1244,(1224,(865,(768;( (Crystal(data( for(1.86:(C13H11O3N2F,(Mr(=(262.24,(
monoclinic,( P21/c,( a( =( 13.629(16)( Å,( b( =7.151(8)( Å( ,( c( =( 13.651(15)( Å,( β( =(





















2KAminobenzoic( acid( [77]( (0.0343( g,( 0.25(
mmol)( and( nicotinamide( [1]( (0.0305( g,( 0.25(
mmol)(were(used.((Colourless(needles(of(1.77%
were( obtained( from( ethanol;( ( DSC(










3KMethoxybenzoic( Acid( [124]( (0.0382( g,( 0.25(
mmol)( and( nicotinamide( [1]( (0.0305( g,( 0.25(
mmol)(were(used.((DSC((endotherm):(97K99(°C;((
νmax((ATR)/cmK1;(3458((w)((OKH(stretch),(3373,(




2KMethylbenzoic( Acid( [79]( (0.0341( g,( 0.25(
mmol)( and( nicotinamide( [1]( (0.0305( g,( 0.25(
mmol)(were(used.((DSC((endotherm):(78K80(°C;((




























used.( ( Colourless( block( crystals( of( 1.80( were(
obtained(from(ethanol;((DSC((endotherm):(97(°C,(
102( °C,( and( 107K109( °C;( mp( 122K124( °C;( νmax(








4KMethylbenzoic( Acid( [81]( (0.0340( g,( 0.25(
mmol)(and(nicotinamide([1]( (0.0305(g,(0.25(
mmol)(were(used.( (DSC((endotherm):(83K85(
°C;( ( νmax( (ATR)/cmK1;( 3373,( 3181( (w)( (NKH(





2KNitrobenzoic( acid( [121]( (0.0418( g,( 0.25(
mmol)( and( isonicotinamide( [61]( (0.0305( g,(
0.25( mmol)( were( used.( ( Colourless( brick(
crystals( of( 61.121( were( obtained( from(
acetonitrile;( (DSC( (endotherm):(126K129( °C;((



























2KAminobenzoic( acid( [77]( (0.0343( g,( 0.25(
mmol)( and( isonicotinamide( [61]( (0.0305( g,(
0.25(mmol)(were(used.((Orange(plate(crystals(
of( 61.77( were( obtained( from( acetonitrile;((
DSC( (endotherm):( 113K115.5( °C;( νmax(









3KAminobenzoic( acid( [78]( (0.0343( g,( 0.25(
mmol)( and( isonicotinamide( [61]( (0.0305( g,(
0.25(mmol)(were(used.((DSC((endotherm):(107K





















3KMethoxybenzoic( acid( [124]( (0.0381( g,( 0.25(
mmol)( and( isonicotinamide( [61]( (0.0305( g,(
0.25( mmol)( were( used.( ( Colourless( ( block(
crystals( of( 61.124( were( obtained( from(
acetonitrile;( ( DSC( (endotherm):( 130K133( °C;(
νmax((ATR)/cmK1;(3354,(3162((NKH(stretches),(1687((C=O),(1582((Aromatic(C=C(









2KMethylbenzoic( acid( [79]( (0.0340( g,( 0.25(
mmol)( and( isonicotinamide( [61]( (0.0305( g,(
0.25( mmol)( were( used.( ( DSC( (endotherm);(
108K110( °C,( 116K117( °C,( 119K121( °C,( 134K





3KMethylbenzoic( acid( [80]( (0.0340( g,( 0.25(
mmol)( and( isonicotinamide( [61]( (0.0305( g,(
0.25(mmol)(were(used.((DSC((endotherm)(135K
136(°C;((νmax((ATR)/cmK1;(3349,(3165((w)((NKH(



















4KMethylbenzoic( acid( [81]( (0.0680( g,( 0.50(
mmol)(and( isonicotinamide( [61]( (0.0305(g,(
0.25( mmol)( were( used.( ( Colourless( block(










2KFluorobenzoic( acid( [84]( (0.0350( g,( 0.25( mmol)( and(
4,4’Kbipyridyl( [15]( (0.0392( g,( 0.25( mmol)( were( used.((

























3KMethoxybenzoic( acid( [124]( (0.0382( g,( 0.25( mmol)(
and( 4,4’Kbipyridyl( [15]( (0.0392( g,( 0.25( mmol)( were(
used.((DSC((endotherm)(122K124(°C;((νmax((ATR)/cmK1;(





3KMethylbenzoic( acid( [80]( (0.0340( g,( 0.25( mmol)( and(
4,4’Kbipyridyl([15]((0.0392(g,(0.25(mmol)(were(used.((DSC(








fumaric( acid( [108]( (0.0290( g,( 0.25(mmol)( were( used.((
DSC( (endotherm)( 194K196( °C;( (νmax( (ATR)/cmK1;( 3334(
(w)((OKH),(1668((C=O),(1599((Aromatic(C=C(bend),(1425(























3KAminobenzoic( acid( [78]( (0.0343( g,( 0.25( mmol)( and(
fumaric( acid( [108]( (0.0290( g,( 0.25(mmol)( were( used.((
DSC( (endotherm)( 172K178( °C;( mp( 177K178( °C;( ( νmax(














3KAminobenzoic( acid( [78]( (0.0343( g,( 0.25(
mmol)( and( 2Khydroxybenzoic( acid( [60](
(0.0345( g,( 0.25( mmol)( were( used.( ( DSC(
(endotherm)( 128K130( °C;( (νmax( (ATR)/cmK1;(


























2KMethylbenzoic( acid( [79]( (0.0340( g,( 0.25(
mmol)( and( 2Khydroxybenzoic( acid( [60](
(0.0345( g,( 0.25( mmol)( were( used.( ( DSC(
(endotherm)( 92.5( °C( (minor),( 94K96( °C(
(major);(mp(93K97°C;((νmax((ATR)/cmK1;(3236(





2KNitrobenzoic( acid( [121]( (0.0835( g,( 0.50(
mmol)(and(urea([109]( (0.0152(g,(0.25(mmol)(













urea( [109]( (0.0152( g,( 0.25( mmol)( were( used.(
Colourless(brick( crystals( of(109.122(were(obtained(



















(ATR)/cmK1;( 3349,( 3165( (w)( (NKH( stretches),( 1743( (C=O),( 1693( (C=O),( 1410(








2KFluorobenzoic( acid( [84]( (0.0835( g,( 0.50(
mmol)( and( urea( [109]( (0.0152( g,( 0.25(mmol)(
were( used.( ( DSC( (endotherm)( 83K85( °C;( ( νmax(

























2KNitrobenzoic( acid( [121]( (0.0835( g,( 0.50(
mmol)( and( benzamide( [13]( (0.0302( g,( 0.25(
mmol)(were(used.((Colourless(plate(crystals(of(
13.121% were( obtained( from( ethanol.( ( DSC(
(endotherm);( 87.5K90( °C;( ( νmax( (ATR)/cmK1;(
3450,(3365((w)((NKH(stretches),((1698((C=O),(1659((C=O),(1529((Aromatic(C=C(








2KFluorobenzoic( acid( [84]( (0.0350( g,( 0.25(
mmol)( and( benzamide( [13]( (0.0302( g,( 0.25(
mmol)(were(used.( (DSC((endotherm)(69K73(°C;((





3KFluorobenzoic( acid( [85]( (0.0350( g,( 0.25(
mmol)( and( benzamide( [13]( (0.0302( g,( 0.25(
mmol)(were(used.((Colourless(block(crystals(of(






























4KFluorobenzoic( acid( [86]( (0.0350( g,( 0.25(
mmol)( and( benzamide( [13]( (0.0302( g,( 0.25(
mmol)(were(used.((DSC((endotherm)(106K108(
°C((minor),(110K111(°C((major);(mp(112K114(







and( oxalic( acid( dihydrate( [110]( (0.0315( g,( 0.25(
mmol)( were( used.( ( DSC( (endotherm)( 99K101( °C(
(residual(oxalic(acid),(161K163(°C;((νmax((ATR)/cmK1;(
3489,(3416,(3341((w)((OKH(stretches),(1681((C=O),(























mmol)( were( used.( ( mp( 149K151( °C;( ( νmax(





4KAminobenzoic( acid( [2]( (0.0343( g,( 0.25( mmol)( and(
oxalic(acid([117]((0.0315(g,(0.25(mmol)(were(used.((mp(
160( °C( decomp.;( ( νmax( (ATR)/cmK1;( 3335( (w)( (OKH(














used.( ( DSC( (endotherm):( 152K155( °C;( ( νmax(
































and( hydroquinone( [5]( (0.0275( g,( 0.25( mmol)( were(
used.( (mp(99K100(°C;( (νmax((ATR)/cmK1;(1691((C=O),(






mmol)( were( used.( ( mp( 97K99( °C;( ( νmax(
(ATR)/cmK1;( 3284( (w)( (OKH( Stretch),( 1681(








mp(97K100(°C;( (νmax( (ATR)/cmK1;(1681( (C=O),(1490(




















4KMethylbenzoic( Acid( [81]( (0.0341( g,( 0.25(
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5.1.1	 Synthesis	 and	 Solid	 State	 Characterisation	 of	 Aryl	 Primary	
Sulfinamides	–	Future	Work	
Chapter	2	has	described	the	crystalline	landscape	of	aryl	primary	sulfinamides	in	
depth.	 	 The	 knowledge	 gained	 in	 this	 chapter	 creates	 opportunity	 for	 further	







defining	 features	 for	 the	 aryl	 series	 of	 compounds.	 	 Building	 upon	 this,	 the	




In	 keeping	 with	 the	 long	 term	 goal	 of	 the	 project,	 it	 would	 be	 interesting	 to	
develop	 our	 understanding	 of	 aryl	 primary	 sulfinamides	 as	 cocrystallization	













more	 stable,	with	 a	 series	 of	 carboxylic	 acid	 coformers.	 	 Analysis	 of	 Hunter’s	
values3	would	suggest	that	carboxylic	acids	should	be	a	suitable	hydrogen	bond	
donor	 for	 the	 primary	 sulfinamide	 functional	 group.	 	 However,	 given	 the	
hydrolytic	 senstivity	 of	many	 of	 these	materials,	 it	would	 be	wise	 to	 develop	




cocrystallization	 studies.	 	 Building	 upon	 the	 suite	 of	 cocrystals	 developed	 in	






compounds	 66	 and	 70	 are	 both	 GRAS	 coformers,	 suitable	 for	 use	 in	 drug	
formulations.		The	reactive	cocrystallization	would	indicate	that	the	stability	of	
the	58	 in	the	presence	of	these	materials	may	not	be	sufficient	as	to	allow	for	














The	 machine	 learning	 algorithm	 developed	 in	 chapter	 4	 has	 significant	
applications	in	a	real-world	setting.		The	future	for	this	research	would	see	the	




presents	 significant	 advantages	 for	 the	 quick	 and	 successful	 preparation	 of	
cocrystals.	
It	 is	 hoped	 that	 the	 algorithm	will	 be	used	effectively	 going	 forward	 to	direct	
cocrystallization	screens,	particularly	since	the	coformers	used	for	preparation	
of	the	data	matrix	are	now	a	standard	set	of	acid/amide	coformers	used	within	
our	research	group	for	cocrystallization	screening.		
Finally,	additional	work	can	be	completed	by	analysing	the	decision	trees	for	the	
algorithm	to	gain	insight	into	the	determinant	factors	that	the	algorithm	uses	for	
prediction	of	cocrystals.		This	could	present	some	interesting	results	which	could	
be	built	upon	for	fine-tuned	coformer	selection	in	the	future.	
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